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1. Introduction to ARES CAD Software
This course introduces the productive tools and intelligent features that you can use to
create DWG and DXF files with ARES® Commander and to edit existing files.
This book is suitable both for self-training and for lecturers who need to teach.
The topics of the book include the user interface as well as commands for drawing and
editing, working with blocks and printing.
The features are explained and applied in case studies. They can be deepened in following
exercises. The related files can be found at the download link on the back of the book.
At the beginning, we would like to briefly introduce the company Graebert GmbH and give
an overview of the ARES Trinity of CAD.

Graebert GmbH
Founded in 1977 and headquartered in Berlin (Germany), Gräbert GmbH is a family-owned
company with activities in over 100 countries. Graebert is a multicultural company has
Research & Development Centers in several countries.
Graebert’s innovative approach is to combine CAD solutions for desktop, mobile and cloud
into a single and all-inclusive ecosystem and subscription.
Graebert's CAD technologies are also available to developers as a platform for creating CAD
applications, and the OEM CAD engine supports a range of industry-leading CAD products,
including DraftSight ™, Onshape ™ and CorelCAD ™ through ARES technology. This means
millions of professionals are using CAD solutions based on ARES technology.

The ARES® Trinity of CAD Software

A very innovative CAD software,
ARES Commander takes your productivity to a new level thanks to intelligent features
and the unique concept of the ARES Trinity of CAD™:

+ ARES Commander, the powerful, DWG-compatible CAD software for PC and Laptop for
Windows®, macOS® and Linux®.

+ ARES Touch, the mobile CAD solution for tablets and smartphones
for Android and iOS devices

+ ARES Kudo, DWG editing
directly in your Internet browser
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The ARES Trinity of CAD software combines the best of the available desktop, mobile and
cloud platforms in a single license.
Every maintenance license of ARES Commander™ also includes access to ARES Touch™ and
ARES Kudo™.
The data can be synchronized across the three platforms by connecting the cloud storages
of your choice to your programs. Drawings can be opened directly from the cloud and
saved directly to the cloud.

This eliminates the need to send drawings as mail attachments. In addition, you benefit
from the fact that colleagues, partners and customers always see the current version of the
drawing.
Another effective tool for collaboration is the new Comments palette. This allows users to
comment on drawings across the three platforms. The drawing itself is not affected.
ARES CAD software uses the DWG format as the native format, making it easy to exchange
files with other CAD programs.

ARES Commander,
for daily and complex work
ARES Commander offers you all the features you need to create and edit DWG drawings in
2D or 3D. You can use the software for the main and complex work on the PC or laptop,
where you perform the work on the drawing in a comfortable environment with one or
more monitors, mouse, and keyboard.

ARES Commander is installed completely on the computer so that you can work offline and
locally.
In addition, the integrated Cloud Storage palette allows you to save the drawings directly
into the cloud and open them directly from the cloud.
Note: We use screenshots of ARES Commander on Windows 10 in these training materials.
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ARES Touch,
the perfect companion on mobile devices
You can use ARES Touch on all your mobile devices.
With more than 150 CAD features for Android and iOS, ARES Touch is the ideal tool for
reading, annotating, creating and modifying DWG drawings on the go.
ARES Touch offers unique features such as the attachment of image notes that can be
recorded directly with the tablet's camera or smartphone and the integration of voice
notes that can also be recorded directly.

ARES Touch is also the perfect tool for meetings and for maintenance or assembly work at
the customer's site.
You can also work offline with ARES Touch.

ARES Kudo, CAD in the Cloud,
Data Synchronization, and Mobility
ARES Kudo is a complete cloud-based CAD software with
all necessary drawing and editing tools.
It runs in the Internet browser.
To work with ARES Kudo, all you need is an Internet
connection and a Graebert account and you can start.
Installations or updates are not necessary.
A view-only link for selected drawings can be created for customers. Each recipient of this
link can open the drawing for viewing via the URL without installation but has no editing
rights.
This access can be revoked at any time.
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2. The User Interface
Predefined User Interfaces
Choosing between Light or Dark Theme
You can use a dark or light color theme for UI elements.
The default setting of the user interface is the "Dark" theme.

With a right-click in the tool area, the UI type change is possible. The newly selected
interface is set after restarting the program.

Note: We will use the screenshots of the light user interface for better visibility in the
printed training materials.
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Alternatively, change the UI theme from the Options dialog box:
Command prompt: OPTIONS or
Ribbon: Manage > Customization > Options:

Right-click in the graphics area and select Options:

In the Options dialog box, select: System Options > Display > User Interface Type
Specify the desired setting:
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Workspace Selection
You can choose between three predefined workspaces for your work.

+ Drafting & Annotation

The modern "Drafting & Annotation" workspace is the default setting.
In this workspace, you will find the tools on various tabs on ribbons.

+ 3D-Modeling
In the "3D Modeling" workspace, which also comes with a ribbon, you will find the tools for
creating and editing 3D solids and surface bodies immediately on the first "Home" tab.

+ Classic
The older "Classic" workspace comes with individual toolbars and classic menus at the top
of the screen.

Each of these workspaces can be customized by the user.
Note: We will use the screenshots of the "Drafting & Annotation" interface setting in these
training materials.
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Workspace Elements

1

Drawing Tabs

2

User Interface Selection

3

Quick Access Toolbar

4

Ribbons/Ribbon Tabs

5

Ribbon Panel

6

Minimize/Maximize the Ribbon
Command Bar

7

Start page / Login

8

Help Menu

9

Palettes

10 Graphics Area

11 Update Information

12 Status bar buttons

13 Command window with command
prompt area
15 Model space/Layout space tabs

14 Display of the program version

Note: There are many ways to customize the ARES Commander environment. You will get
to know some of them in the next points.
Further user interface adjustments will be discussed in an advanced training course.
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Customizing the User Interface
Customizing the Quick Access Toolbar
Select the commands to display on the Quick Access Toolbar:

Display and position toolbars
You can display several additional toolbars.
To do this, Right-click in the tool area > “Toolbars...” and activate the desired toolbars in
the dialog box.
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Alternatively, Right-click in the tool area and select “Main” > select the toolbars:

You can freely position the toolbars or dock them to the margins of the application
desktop. To move a toolbar, click and hold the left mouse button on the gray dots area and
move the toolbar to the desired position.

The position of the toolbars can be locked for both docked (fixed) and floating (unfixed)
toolbars. In this case, the gray dots used to move a toolbar are no longer displayed.
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Display and place palettes
By default, the Properties palette and the Cloud Storage palette are docked on the right
side of the application desktop.
You can display more palettes.
The size of the palettes can be changed,
and the palettes can also be positioned
elsewhere. To move a palette, simply grab
the gray border with the left mouse button
pressed down and drag it to the desired
position.

A pin prevents the displayed palettes from automatically collapsing when the cursor is in
the graphics area. By "pulling out" the pin
(click) the auto collapse mode is activated.
If several palettes are docked to a margin,
they can be activated by clicking the tab or
by scrolling through the tabs (with the
mouse wheel).
A tool matrix lets you arrange required
toolbars: Activate the Tool Matrix and the toolbars, then move toolbars one by one into
the tool matrix, by drag and drop.
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Setting Colors for the Application Screen
You can adjust the colors of the application screen elements according to your preferences.
Command input: OPTIONS > System Options > Display > Element Colors
or alternatively, right-click in the graphics area and select Options from the context menu.

For example, you can set the model space background to black or white.
Note: In these training materials, we use the white model space background for better
visibility.
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3. File Creation, Templates and Settings
Creating and saving files
Creating new files
There are several ways to create new files:
Command access: NEW
On the Quick Access Toolbar, click the "New" icon.

From the Application menu displayed by clicking the Application
button (ARES Icon), select "New".

Or right-click a drawing tab:
For all these variants, a dialog box displays a list of template files (*.DWT) from the
template folder installed with the program:

Note: The file templates can be supplemented or replaced by your own.
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Smart-New Template
Another possibility to create a new file is to
click the plus symbol next to the last drawing tab:

If you choose this method, the new file will be
created based on the template set for
the Smart Template.
The setting for the Smart-New template can be
found under
Options > System Options > Open/Save As > Name of the template for SmartNew:

Saving files
To save your drawings, you have the same options as for opening them.
Command access: Save or SaveAs (for saving under a different name or in a different
folder)
Alternatively, use the corresponding buttons:
In the Quick Access Toolbar:

In the ARES menu
Right-click a drawing tab:
The "SaveAll" option saves all opened files under the existing name.
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File format
The drawings are saved with the file type specified in the Options dialog box:
System Options > Open/Save > Default File Types

Here you can set the desired file type for saving or alternatively set saving
using the original file format of the opened file.
In the Save As dialog box, you can manually select the file type at any time:

Automatic Save
You can select Auto Save settings in the Options dialog box:
System Options > Auto Save & Save options.
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Custom templates
To save a drawing as a user-defined drawing template, save it with “Save As” and select
"Drawing template" as the file type.
You will automatically be redirected to the directory specified for drawing templates.

The file type for drawing templates is
*.DWT.
It is recommended to create separate
folders for customized support files such
as drawing templates and to
give relevant file names.

You can select / set the appropriate folder for your drawing templates in the Options dialog
box:
File locations > Drawing support >
Drawing templates folder.

Note: Creating your own template files is not the subject of this basic training.
Learn more about creating custom drawing templates, frames, and title blocks in our
advanced tutorials.
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4. Default settings
There are two different types of predefined settings in the ARES Commander.
Settings exist for the system and you as the user are valid in all drawings. Also, there are
drawing settings that are only valid for the active drawing.
While the system or user settings are saved in your user profile, the drawing settings are
saved directly in the drawing.
Both types of settings are available in the Options dialog box.
A search field lets you find a specific setting.

You can also save a set of settings in a profile in the Options dialog box. These profiles can
be exported and imported.
You can switch between several saved profiles.
There are several ways to find the settings you are looking for. Several buttons on various
ribbons, toolbars, and on the status bar lead directly to the corresponding option within
the Options dialog box.
As an alternative to the Options dialog box, you can set certain preferences using system
variables.
Note:
In these training documents, we repeatedly discuss the system and user settings related to
the topic in question in individual chapters. Thereby only the Options dialog box is
discussed.
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System and user settings
The system and user settings include all settings in the
Options dialog box under File Positions, System Options, and User Preferences, such as
the user interface color settings described above and the Auto Save preferences.
This also includes the language setting for the program. The language setting corresponds
to the operating system settings by default but can be changed to English or another
available language at any time. A restart of the program is necessary for the conversion.
Options > General > Application language

For many users it is important to set the direction of the mouse wheel:
Options > User preferences > Mouse options > Reverse the direction of the mouse wheel.
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Drawing preferences
The drawing settings include all settings in the
Options dialog box under Drawing Settings and Drafting Styles, such as the settings for
the unit system or the text and dimensioning settings.
New drawings adopt the drawing settings of the drawing template.

Unit System
In ARES Commander you can choose between different unit systems for linear and angular
units.
Command Access: UNITSYSTEM
or Options > Drawing Settings > Unit System

Select the unit system for linear and angular units here.
The precision can be set for both. This accuracy setting is set for the display that you see in
the status line or at the cursor, for example, when measuring or drawing. It has no
influence on accuracy during drafting. In this case, the program always calculates with the
highest accuracy.
This setting has no effect on dimensioning accuracy, since it is set in the Dimensioning
Settings.
For angles, you can also set the position of the angle “0°” and the direction of the positive
angle measurement.
The block unit format specifies how the drawing units of the current drawing are evaluated
when it is inserted as a block into another drawing. It also determines the
conversion/scaling factor for external blocks when importing them into the current
drawing.
Note: You can learn more about the scaling factor of blocks in chapter 8 “Working with
Blocks”.
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Other drawing settings
Drawing settings also include some specific display settings that are stored in the file, such
as the display of the coordinate system symbol, the shape and size of point entities, and
much more.

Note: The settings for texts and dimensions can be found in the respective separate
chapters of these training documents, as can other settings.
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5. Create first drawings
The focus of this lesson











Navigation: Zoom and Pan Commands
Construction aids: Grid, Snap, Ortho, Entity Snap, Tracking
Introduction to the drawing commands for line, infinite line, circle,
Introduction to the drawing commands Rectangle, Ring, Hatch, Centerline
Introduction to the modifying commands Offset, Move, Copy
Introduction to the modifying commands Trim, PowerTrim, Split
Introduction to the modifying commands Chamfer, Explode
About Measurement
Introduction Layer, LineStyles, LineStyleScale
Introduction Properties Palette, Property Modification

Case studies
Case study 1: Measuring circuit
Case study 2: Twin garage
Case study 3: Steel plate
Exercises
Exercise 1: Electrical measuring circuit
Excercise 2: Complete twin garage
Excercise 3: Metal plate
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Case study 1: Measuring circuit
In this case study, a measuring circuit is drawn. You will work with the construction aids
Snap and Grid. The drawing entities rectangle, line, circle, and ring are introduced and the
editing commands PowerTrim, copy, split and move are used. The exercise also uses the
Properties palette, the Heads-up toolbar, and Quick Grouping.

1

New file

Open a new drawing using the drawing template “standardiso.dwt”.
2

Adjusting Construction Aids

In this case study the construction aids Snap and Grid, Ortho and ESnap shall be used.

Snap: on (F7), Grid: on (F9), Ortho: on (F8)
Polar: off, ETrack: off, QInput: off
ESnap: on (F3)
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The Construction Aids
You will find the ARES Commander construction aids in the status bar. They are used for
faster and more comfortable drafting.
Shortcuts to switch construction aids are available, which are displayed in the tooltip of the
respective button.

The quickest way to access the default setting for the respective construction aid tool is to
right-click the corresponding button in the status bar.

You will be taken directly to the right place in
the Options dialog box.

+ Snap (F9): A snap grid creates invisible
magnetic points to which the cursor is forced
when sketching.

+ Grid (F7): The grid is a visible dot grid used
for orientation. The grid is not part of the
drawing and does not appear when printing the drawing. It has no effect on the cursor.

Grid and snap grid can be toggled and set independently of each other. It is common to set
both to the same value and use both together.

+ Ortho (F8): Orthogonal mode restricts cursor movements horizontally and vertically to the
current coordinate system.

+ ESnap (F3): Switches the permanent entity
snap on or off. EntitySnaps are used to
snap significant points on drawing entities.
These are, for example, end points,
intersections or centers.



The unique entity snap can be used
as an alternative to the permanent
entity snap. After the call, it is active
for exactly one next click point.
Invoke Single Entity Snap:
Shift + Right-click

Select the required snap from the context menu.
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Note: Not all unique entity snaps are available as permanent entity
snaps.
An additional toolbar can be displayed for entity snaps:

Advanced construction aids:

+ Polar (F10): If the Polar function is activated, dashed guidelines are
displayed as construction aids on the screen. They appear temporarily
during drafting and editing when the cursor moves away from the last
specified point at certain predefined angles. Along with these
guidelines, you can draw and edit more comfortably.
You can define increment angles and additionally individual angles for the polar support.

+ ETrack F11: The ETrack feature works in conjunction with ESnap and Ortho/Polar settings,
which both need to be activated to "track" a guideline from defined entity points, what is
useful when creating new and editing existing entities.
To do this, the cursor is held over a significant point on an existing geometry (not clicked) and
moved from there at an angle specified by Ortho or Polar. A dashed tracking guide is
displayed temporarily.
ETrack + ESnap + Ortho or ETrack + ESnap + Polar

Note: ETrack should only be turned on if you really need it.
Applying ETracks is shown in case study 3.
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3

Draw two rectangles

Draw using snap and grid. Pay attention to approximate sizes. The dimensions of the
drawing entities are not crucial for this exercise.
Command access: Rectangle

-

Specify start corner
Specify opposite corner (diagonal)

Command Entry
Each command in ARES Commander has a command name and can be called via the
keyboard via the command area. There are keyboard shortcuts and alias names for the
most important commands.
Command:
Line (in German)
Command:
_line (in English with an underscore)
Command:
l
(the alias)
Note: A command reference can be found in the Help. The alias names can be customized
by the user.

You can call many commands using buttons in menus, ribbons, and/or toolbars.



Tip: If you want to repeat the last used command, simply press the space bar or
Enter on the keyboard.
Tip: If you want to repeat one of the last used commands, simply press the cursor
key "up" on the keyboard.
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4

Draw a horizontal line in the middle

Command access: Line

5

Specify start point: Snap the midpoint of the horizontal line (ESnap on)
Specify next point: Snap the midpoint of the opposite line
Specify next point: Press Enter (or the space bar) to conclude the command

Trimming lines that are not needed

Command access: PowerTrim
Run the command and drag the cursor over
the entities to trim while holding down the
left mouse button

6

Reduce Snap and Grid Spacing

Set both, the snap and grid spacing to 5 to display a finer grid.
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7

Draw another rectangle

8

Copy rectangle

Copy this rectangle three times to the desired positions.

Command access: Copy
-

-

Specify entities: Click the rectangle to copy and press Enter so that the command
can be continued.
Specify From point: Click the intersection point below the rectangle
Specify second point: Click the intersection point on the opposite side, then click
the lower corner points

Press Enter to conclude the command.
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Tip: You will quickly find detailed explanations of all commands in the Help:

-

Run the command, then press the F1 key.

Entity Selection
Many editing commands allow entity selection before you execute the command, others
do not.
When you invoke an editing command, the prompt "Specify entities in graphics area:"
appears. There are several methods to select entities.
A list of available choices is displayed when a question mark is entered at this prompt.

The Help provides a detailed overview of the entity selection methods and usage of
individual options.
Excerpt from the help:
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9

Trimming Entities

Use the PowerTrim command again to trim the lines you do not need:

Command Options
Commands in the ARES Commander offer the possibility to choose from command options
on various occasions. The available options provide various ways to run the command and
can change as the command progresses. They are displayed in a different color in the
command window.
You can select options of a command in different ways.

+ Enter the underlined characters at the command prompt:
In the following example when you execute the
command "Circle":
For example, to draw a circle over 2 points, enter
"2P" at this point.

+ All available options are also offered in the context menu
(right-click in the graphics area) and can be selected there:

+ Some commands can be called directly in the ribbon with preset options:
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10 Constructing a circle

Draw a circle with a radius of 20 at the midpoint of the horizontal line.
Command access: Circle
-

Specify center: Snap the midpoint of the middle
horizontal line
Specify radius: 20

-

11 Resize the circle

The circle seems too large. Therefore, we would like to change its size.
In this case, we will use the Properties palette for the
modification.
-

Click the circle
In the Properties palette, search the field “Radius”.
Change the value to 10
Cancel selection of the circle again using the Escape
(Esc) key

The Properties Palette:
You can show and hide the Properties palette as well as other palettes via a context menu
by right-clicking in the ribbon area.
The Properties palette displays the properties of the selected entities. It is also possible to
change many of these properties here.
Properties that cannot be changed are displayed in gray.
If no entity is selected, various properties and default settings of the drawing and the view
are displayed.


Tip: By default, only the properties icons are displayed on the palette. With a rightclick in the properties palette, you can also show the description of the icons.
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12 Trimming a Line inside a Circle

Use the PowerTrim command to trim the line within the circle.

13 Draw crossing points

To set the crossing points, the Ring command is used, which creates filled rings with
defined inner and outer diameters.
If the inner diameter is set to “0”, filled circles are created.
Command access: Ring
-

Inner diameter:
0
Outer diameter:
3
put a ring on each crossing point

14 Create a layer for symbols

To give the drawing a well-organized structure, a new layer is created for the symbols,
assigned the color magenta and made as the active layer. The Layer palette is opened for
this purpose.
Command access: Layer
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-

Create a new layer named "Symbols"
Select the color for the layer to “Magenta”
Make it the active layer
You can identify the active layer by the
yellow arrow in front of the layer name.

Note: More about layer management will be provided in the next case studies.

Heads-up Toolbar
The Heads-up toolbar is a small toolbar that temporarily appears near the cursor in the
graphics area when you select entities. It offers frequently used commands that can be
invoked directly without long mouse paths.
The Heads-up toolbar is not enabled by default. You can activate it from the Options dialog
box.


Tip: Use the search field to quickly find a setting in the Options dialog box:

Enable the checkbox to display the Heads-up toolbar.

Heads-up Toolbar:
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15 Place existing symbols on the new layer

The symbols you have drawn shall now be moved to the new layer.
In this case, we will use the Heads-up toolbar.
-

Click rectangles and move them to the active layer “Symbol” using the command
"Entity to active layer" from the Heads-up toolbar.

16 Draw another symbol

Use the Line command to draw another symbol with
the aid of snap and grid.
Draw it next to the circuit because there's more
freedom of movement here.

17 Split Line

Before we move the new symbol to the end position, we split the circuit line at as needed.

Command access: Split
-

Specify entity: Click line
Specify second split point:
Use option F for First Point
Click position for first split point
Click position for second split point
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Tip: In this case, clicking the split points could interfere with the operation of the
EntitySnaps. EntitySnap can be turned off temporarily during the command.
Alternatively, the click points can be placed next to the line.

Entity Groups
Named and unnamed entity groups can be created. You can edit entity groups and ungroup
them again.
Grouped drawing entities behave like a single entity when you edit them. However, unlike
blocks, copied entity groups are separate units. Quick grouping creates unnamed entity
groups.
Command Prompt: QuickGroup
or
in the graphics area, specify the entities to group, right-click and select EntityGroup >
Quick Group from the context menu:

18 Grouping entities

To move the new symbol to the desired position, we will group the associated entities. In
this case, we use "Quick Group".
-

Selecting entities of the new symbol
using window
Right-click, Quick Grouping
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19 Moving the EntityGroup

Now move the grouped entities to a position as needed.
Command access: Move
-

Specify entity group, press Enter to confirm
Specify From point: specify the
intersection of the upper lines
Specify target point

End of case study 1
Note: In a later lesson, you will insert annotations.
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Case study 2: Twin garage
In this case study, you will draw the floor plan of a twin garage. The construction aids Polar
and ESnap are used. The drawing commands Rectangle and Line are used as well as the
editing commands Move, PowerTrim and Split. Layer management and line types are also
discussed in the case study.
The dimensioning of the drawing is not created in this chapter.

1

New file

Drawing template standardiso.dwt
2

Default settings

+ Construction aids settings:
Polar: on (F10), QInput: on

+ Quick Input:
Quick Input provides a command entry and command options interface near the pointer.
This allows you to keep the focus on the graphics area when working.
If the Quick Input is enabled, the command options are displayed near the pointer. From the
displayed list, you can select the options using the mouse or the "Up" and "Down" keys.

+ Setting drawing units:
For this drawing, the unit scale for the “Block units format” is set to meters, since all
dimensions are entered in meters. (See chapter 8 for details.)
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3

Constructing Rectangle

Let's draw a rectangle for the outer outlines with the dimensions 8.115m x 6.615m.
Command access: Rectangle
-

Specify start corner: Specify a point in the graphics area.
Specify the opposite corner: Select the option “Dimensions”.
Specify the horizontal dimension: 8.115
Specify the vertical dimension: 6.615

-

Dimensions and Values Input
In ARES Commander, the decimal point (not the comma) is used as Decimal separator.

+ A preceding 0 before the decimal separator can be omitted. However, the dot must still be
written as a decimal separator.
e.g. for 0.24
type only .24

+ You can omit the trailing zeroes. It has no influence on the accuracy during drafting or
dimensioning.
e.g. for 45.00
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type only 45

Navigating within the drawing
The Zoom command allows you to navigate in the drawing. The command has several
options, all of which are explained in more detail in Help.
Command access: Zoom
The most important options are:

+ Zoom > Fit: It is used to zoom to all the entities
on the screen. Frozen layers are not
considered.
Alternatively: double-click the mouse wheel

+ Zoom > Window: Lets you show a rectangular
area specified by two opposite corner points in
the largest possible scale.

+ Zoom > Selected: Calculates the boundary of the area that contains the specified entities and
displays them in the largest possible scale.
You can find this option on the Heads-up toolbar.

Zoom tools are available on the Ribbon “View“
and on the toolbar “Zoom“.

Alternatively, you can rotate the mouse wheel to zoom in and out.
Use the Pan command to move the visible portion of the drawing in the specified direction.
Command access: Pan
You can find it on the ribbon "View".
Alternatively, the mouse cursor turns into a hand when the
mouse wheel is pressed, and the drawing can now be moved.


Tip: You can use zoom commands as well as Pan
command “transparently“. This means that the active command is only
temporarily interrupted, not terminated or cancelled while zooming or panning.
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4

Zooming

The created rectangle appears relatively small. To work with it, we must zoom in.
In this case, we will use the Heads-up toolbar.
-

5

Select the rectangle
On the Heads-up toolbar, click
the magnifying glass icon to zoom
the selection to its maximum
size.

Checking the result

Several verification commands are available on the ribbon "Manage”, panel "Utilities".
Alternatively, display the toolbar "Inquiry".

To check the size of the rectangle, use the Get Distance tool.

Command access: GetDistance

-

Specify the start point and the endpoint: with the ESnap enabled, click two
diagonally opposite corner points of the rectangle.

In the command window, Delta X and Delta Y distances are displayed, which corresponds
to the external dimensions of the garage.


Tip: Pressing F2 displays the command window as a separate window.
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6

Offset

To have a wall of 24 cm thickness, move the rectangle inwards by this distance.
Offset
Use the Offset command to create copies of selected entities at a specified distance from the original
entity. Line segments are always parallel to the original element and are placed on the desired side.
Arc segments are placed concentrically (with the same center point) and are therefore larger or
smaller in the radius by the defined
distance than the original element.
Command access: Offset

Command access: Offset
-

Specify distance: “0.24”
Specify the source entity: Click the rectangle
Specify the destination side: Click a point inside the
rectangle

Since a rectangle is a closed contour, you must specify if the copy
of the rectangle is to be moved inside or outside.
A dotted line preview shows the possible result.

7

Explode Rectangle

A rectangle is a special form of a polyline. This means that the four
lines are segments of a single polyline. To continue working, individual lines are
needed instead of a rectangle. Therefore, this polyline is exploded.
A Polyline is a complex object, which usually consists of several lines and arc segments. For
a rectangle, you can assign a global line width, as well as a specified start width and an end width for
each segment.
Rectangles, Polygons and Rings are special types of Polylines.
Exploding a polyline breaks it into its component line and arc segments.
They also lose the assigned line width.

Note: Find more about Polylines in the following lessons.
Use the Explode command to break a complex object into its component
entities. You can explode Blocks and other complex objects like PolyLines, Hatches, and Dimensions.
Command access: Explode
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Command access: Explode
-

Specify the entity: Click the inner rectangle
Press Enter to conclude the command

Compare the result: As the outer rectangle is still a polyline, the inner rectangle was
exploded into 4 individual line segments:

8

Creating inner walls

We will use the Offset command again to create inner walls.
Command access: Offset

9

-

Specify distance: 3.01
Specify source entity: inner horizontal line below
Specify the side for the destination: Click a point above the line.
Specify source entity: inner horizontal line above
Specify the side for the destination: Click a point under the line.
Press Enter to conclude the command.



Tip: If no command is active, you can repeat any used command using the "Up"
and "Down" keys to "scroll" through the command list.

Create another inner wall

We will use the Offset command again to create the third
inner wall.
10 Intersecting Walls

Use the command PowerTrim to cut freely the wall
connections.
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11 Create the wall openings

In a similar way, create the openings for the garage gates.
-

Explode the outer rectangle
Offset the horizontal lines

12 Trimming overlapping lines

Since many line segments now overlap, the Trim command is preferable to the PowerTrim
command in this case, to shorten the offset lines.
Trim
The Trim command cuts drawing elements at cut edges defined by one or more drawing elements.
Command access: Trim
First, select objects to define the cut edges, then press
Enter.
Now select elements on the side of the cut edge you
want to trim or set options.
Press Shift + click on elements to extend the closer end
of the object to the next cut edge.

Command access: Trim
-

Specify the cutting edges: click the inner
vertical line
Press Enter to confirm the cutting-edge
selection.
Specify segments to remove: Click the
lines on the right side of the cutting edge.
Press Enter to conclude the command.

13 Cut out openings with PowerTrim

-

The remaining unnecessary lines can be deleted
using the PowerTrim command
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14 Create other openings

In a similar way, create all missing openings in the floor plan.
-

Offset the lines
Trim the lines

Layer Management
You can organize the entities of a complete drawing onto different Layers.
Layers can be seen as transparent slides on which you draw.

+ Entities of a drawing are organized by Layers
+ Any number of Layers per drawing is possible
+ Layer "0" is automatically generated. You cannot delete or rename Layer "0".
+ Layer „defpoints” is automatically created when you insert the first dimension.
Layer "defpoints" is not considered for printing.

+ Each Layer has a LayerName, a LayerColor, a LineStyle, LineWidth, Transparency
and (optionally) a PrintStyle.

+ These properties are applied by the "By Layer" setting to the drawing entities
created or dropped on this layer.

+ New entities are placed on the active Layer.
+ Editing is possible on all unlocked and not frozen Layers.
+ Each Layer has a status:
o

Show/Hide: Specifies if the entities on the Layer are visible or not.

o

Frozen or Thawed: Entities on a frozen Layer are invisible and protected and
thus impossible to change. A frozen Layer is not included when you rebuild a
drawing.

o

Locked or Unlocked: Entities on the locked Layer can be visible, but cannot be
modified

On Layer “0” is drawn only conditionally. Mainly, it is used only when the drawings are
rather simple.


Tip: The necessary layers should already be defined in the drawing template.
Layers should have “speaking” names and the desired layer structure should be
known to all colleagues within the company.

15 Define the layer on which you will draw.

Further drawing entities and annotations will be necessary to complete this floor plan.
Define the necessary layers for this drawing.
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Opens the required Layer Manager palette:
Command access: Layer
The following new layers are created:

-

Assign the LineStyle "Divide" to the Layer "groundwork".

Managing Line Styles
You can use different line styles to represent different entities in a drawing.

+ By default, only one line style is loaded in a new drawing, the “Continuous Solid Line”.
+ Further line styles can be loaded into the drawing from line styles definition files (*.lin).

+ The line styles used in a drawing are saved with the drawing and reloaded the next time the
drawing is opened.
16 Drawing the foundations

-

Make the layer "Foundation" the active layer
To do this, double-click the layer in the Layer Manager
palette.
Or select the layer from the layer list of the
ribbon "Home"
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-

Start the Offset command
Specify the distance: Select the option Target Layer and select "Active" to place
the offset entities onto the active layer, not the source layer.
Specify distance: 0.03
Offset the outer walls outwards and inwards

Corner trimming
Corner trimming stretches or trims two entities to a common intersection point. Corner trimming is
one of the options for using the PowerTrim command.

17 Intersecting the corners

The open corners and the overlapping entities caused by the offset must now be corrected.
Command access: PowerTrim, Option Corner

-

Specify entity to trim: Click entities to be trimmed at a location that is not on the
part you want to trim.
Specify the second curve for corner trim

Edit Length
The EditLength command lets you extend and shorten lines and arcs in different ways. The entities
can be lengthened or shortened incrementally or by a certain value. Alternatively, it is possible to
work with percentage values or to specify the desired total length.
When changing the length dynamically, click
one end of the entity and drag it dynamically to
the desired length by moving the cursor.
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18 Changing the length of lines

Some of the new lines are too long. In this case study, we use the EditLength command to
shorten them.
Command access: EditLength
-

Invoke the option "Dynamic"
Specify entity: Click the line at the side you want to change.
Specify the new end point: Move the cursor to the desired position, then click.

Line Style Scaling
In our drawing, the line style "Divide" is selected for the layer "Foundation".
Nevertheless, the pattern of the lines is not yet visible in the drawing:
Probably the lines of the line type pattern are too short or too long to make the pattern
(lines, gaps, points) visible in the drawing.
Line style scaling
The size of the line pattern has to be adapted to the size of the drawing. This is done using the global
line style scaling.
The default value for global scaling is “1”.
Set it smaller for small drawings and larger for larger
drawings.
Use the LtScale command or on the ribbon "Home" the Line
Style dialog box to adjust this value according to the
drawing size.
The global scale applies to all drawing entities and all line styles in the active drawing.
Note: In addition, an entity scaling can be assigned to individual drawing entities. The resulting
scaling results from the product of these two values.
Line scaling = Global scale * Entity scaling
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19 Setting the line type scaling

In our drawing one drawing unit represents 1 meter. The longest lines in this drawing are
approximately 8 drawing units long. That's pretty short.
Therefore, the global scale for line type scaling is reduced.
Command access: Type LTSCALE (or via the Line Style dialog box)
-

Enter the new value for LTSCALE: 0.01

20 Splitting lines

Some lines must be separated between
two points.
Command access: Split

21 Drawing in windows and gates

Next, you will draw the two windows and the garage gates on layer "windows+doors".
-

Activate layer "windows+doors"
Draw lines from one endpoint to other endpoint
For the windows, offset the outer lines with the distance 0.10 inwards.

End of case study 2
Note: Dimensions and labels will be added in a later lesson.
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Case study 3: Steel plate
In this case study, two views of a steel plate are drawn. The construction aids Polar, ETrack,
and ESnap are used. The drawing entities Rectangle and Line are used as well as the editing
commands Trim and PowerTrim. You are introduced to the editing command Chamfer.
Centerlines and InfiniteLines, as well as hatching, will also be introduced in this case study.
The dimensioning of the drawing is not done in this chapter, but in chapter 7.

1

New file

Drawing template: standardiso.dwt
2

Default settings

+ Setting up the construction aids: Polar: on, ESnap: on, ETrack: on, QInput: on
+ Setting up drawing units:

+ Define Layers:
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3

Draw rectangle for the front view

-

Activate Layer "Contour"
Draw a rectangle by using the "Dimensions" option:
Horizontal dimension: 80
Vertical dimension: 150

Use the Centerline command to create centerlines.

You can define the Extension for centerlines in the Options dialog box.

The specific line style for centerlines is automatically assigned.
Centerlines are created between pairs of lines, arcs, or polyline segments.
Linear contours do not have to be parallel; the resulting line represents bisect angles in this case. The
two drawing entities can have different lengths.
Selected pairs of arcs must be concentric.
A Centerline is a specific drawing entity. Use the "Explode" command to convert it into a simple line.
4

Draw centerlines

-

Activate Layer "Centerlines"

Command access: Centerline
-

Specify first entity: select one line of the rectangle
specify second entity: select the opposite sides of the
rectangle
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The Chamfer command connects two lines to a chamfer (an oblique line).

The selected entities do not have to meet necessarily at an intersection; they can be distant from
each other or intersect.
To create the chamfer, these are extended or trimmed if necessary.

The Chamfer command offers several options. The most important are:

+ Angle: The chamfer is defined by a chamfer length and a chamfer angle measured from the
first selected drawing entity.

+ Distance: The chamfer is defined by two chamfer distances. The first chamfer distance
indicates the distance of the chamfer from the imaginary intersection of the two entities,
measured on the first selected entity.

+ Polyline: Polylines are chamfered entirely. This option of the command creates a chamfer (if
applicable) along all vertices of the polyline where segments of the polyline meet. The
chamfers generated become part of the polyline.
The option requires a 2D polyline.
5

Chamfering the corners of the rectangle

Since the rectangle is a polyline and the chamfers at all four corners should be of the same
size, you can use the "Polyline" option of the command.
Command access: Chamfer
6

Specify first line: Select the "Angle" option.
Specify length on first line: 10
Specify angle of first line: 45
Specify first line: Select the option "Polyline"
Specify polyline: Click the rectangle

Draw a circle in the middle

-

Activate layer “Contour”
Draw the circle with a diameter of 40 at the intersection of the center lines.
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7

Drawing the contour of the section view

To draw the section view, use the command “Line”. Applying the activated construction
aids Polar, ESnap and ETrack, the start and end points of the lines are "tracked" from
existing geometry.
The construction aid QInput is not required and can be turned off.
Command access: Line
-

-

-

-

Specify start point:
Hover the cursor over the lower right corner point of the rectangle (do not click)
until the endpoint is recognized. Now move the cursor to the right away from the
point, stay on the guide line and click the desired starting point of the line.
Specify next point: Hover the cursor over the upper corner point until the
endpoint is recognized. Then move the cursor to the right apart from the point and
stay on the tracking line. Click the second point vertically above the first.

Specify next point: Move the cursor to the right and stay on the tracking line,
keyboard input: 10 (line length 10 for the 10 mm width of the plate)
Specify next point: Now move the cursor downwards from the point and stay on
the tracking line. Click the second point horizontally next to the first.

Specify next point: Select the "Close" option to complete the contour.
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Use the InfiniteLine command to draw lines, that are usually used temporarily as auxiliary
constructions.

If these auxiliary constructions are to remain in the drawing, it is recommended to place them on an
extra layer and to set this layer to "Do not print".
Infinite lines are ignored when you execute Zoom > Fit.

The InfiniteLine command offers several options. The most important are:

+ Defined by any two points: The first point determines the base point. The second point
determines the position of the infinite line. You can set additional points for further lines,
with all lines passing the base point.

+ Horizontal: Creates horizontal infinite lines running through the specified points.
+ Vertical: Creates vertical infinite lines running through the specified points.
+ Offset: Creates offset lines from an existing drawing entity passing through a specified point
or at a defined distance.
8

Drawing the hole in the section

The hole is to be derived from the front view using infinite lines.
Command access: InfiniteLine
-

9

Specify position: Select the option "Horizontal"
Specify next position: Snap the upper intersection point of
the circle with the vertical centerline and click
Specify next position: Snap the lower intersection point of
the circle with the vertical centerline and click

Trimming the overlapping lines

Command access: Trim
-

Specify cutting edges: Click the two vertical lines of the
section view
Specify cutting edges: Enter
Specify segments to be removed: Click on the overlapping
parts of the lines (four times).

10 Draw centerline in section view

-

Set layer Centerlines active
Command access: Centerline
Click the upper and lower horizontal lines in the section view.
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Hatches
Hatching increases the quality, clarity and legibility of drawings and allow materials and
properties of geometric objects to be displayed in a differentiated manner.
Use the Hatch command to create hatches within closed contours.
Alternatively, use the FillArea command to create area fills with one- or two-color fills.
Both commands open to the same dialog box, but different tabs.

+ A closed contour is required to create a hatch.
+ You can define the hatch boundaries by clicking into the contour area (internal point) or by
selecting the boundary entities. The selected entities should form the exact contour and
should not overlap.

+ You can choose from various predefined hatch patterns.
+ You can customize the angle and scale of the hatch.
+ If you select several closed areas as hatch boundaries, a single hatch is created for all areas
by default. You can change this by activating the option "Create hatches for each boundary".

+ Hatches are associative and linked to their boundaries. If a boundary element is modified,
the hatching will adapt.

+ Existing hatches can be changed. Easiest option: Double-clicking a hatch opens the dialog
box.

+ Hatches are complex drawing entities and are broken down into individual drawing entities
using the "Explode" command.
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11 Creating hatches for the section view

-

Activate layer “Hatch”

Command execution: Hatch

-

Pattern: ANSI31
Angle: 0, Scale: 1
Specify points in graphics area, press Enter for return to dialog box
View preview or click OK to close

End of case study 3
Note: In a later lesson, you will insert dimensions.
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Exercise 1: Resolved circuit diagram
Time frame: 15 min

Draw the illustrated resolved circuit diagram using Snap, Grid and ESnap.

+ Creating lines
+ Use the Ring command to mark the intersection points.
+ Divide the lines using the Split command
+ Create a new layer "Symbols", assign the color “Magenta”, and make it the active layer
+ Create symbols using the Line and Arc commands

Notes: ..................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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Exercise 2: Complete twin garage
Time frame: 40 min

Draw the section view of the twin garage.

+ Open file: Twin garage “section view twin garage.dwg”
+ Create a new layer "section", assign the color “White” to it, and make it the active layer.
+ Draw using lines, use the construction aids
+
+ Use the following editing commands in this exercise: Offset, Trim, PowerTrim, CornerTrim,
and Split.

+ Dimensions and annotations shall not be created in this exercise.

Notes: ..................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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Exercise 3: Metal plate
Time frame: 60 min

Draw the metal plate in the front view.

+ New file, template “standardiso.dwt”
+ Create the required layers
+ Draw using the commands Rectangle (using the option "Dimensions"), Line, InfiniteLine and
Circle, and insert a hatch

+ Draw a vertical centerline within the rectangle on the "Centerlines" layer
+ Explode the rectangle into individual lines
+ Use the editing commands Explode, Offset, EditLength, Trim, and Split.
+ Dimensions and the intersection line are not part of this exercise.
Notes: ...................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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6. More drawing and editing commands
The focus of this lesson





Coordinate Systems, Coordinate Input
Introduction to the drawing commands for splines, polylines, and polygons
Introduction to the modifying commands Fillet, Rotate, Mirror, Pattern
Introduction to the modifying commands Scale and Stretch

Case studies
Case Study 4: Cast Part
Case Study 5: Lever Arm
Case Study 6: End Cap
Case Study 7: Modifications to the holiday home project
Case Study 8: Lever

Exercises
Exercise 4: Editing drawings
Exercise 5: Modifications to the weekend house project
Exercise 6: Modifying
Exercise 7: Lever
Exercise 6: Chimney
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Case Study 4: Cast Part
In this case study, you draw the view of a cast part.
The coordinate systems and the input of coordinates will be explained. This case study also
introduces the editing commands Fillet, Mirror, Rotate and Pattern.

1

New file

Drawing template standardiso.dwt
2

Importing the Layer

In this drawing, we will use the same layers as in the previous drawing. You can import
Layers from an existing drawing into the current one. There are different methods. This
case study uses the “Design Resources palette” for this purpose.
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Design Resources
Use the DesignResources palette to access resources and contents from other drawings on your
computer or network places to which you are connected. You can employ and import Blocks,
Reference drawings, Layers, LineStyles, DimensionStyles, TextStyles, TableStyles, and Layout Sheets
into the current drawing.
The Design Resources palette lets you use drag-and-drop or copy-and-paste to
insert, paste, or attach drawing content to the active drawing. These procedures are
described in the Help in "Typical Procedures When Using Design Resources".

+ To display the Design Resources palette, right-click the ribbon area and select
the corresponding option from the context menu.

+ The palette displays two tabs: "Computer" and "Opened Files"
+ You can display a preview area

3

Draw centerlines

-

-

Activate the "Centerline" layer
Use the Line and Offset commands to draw the
centerlines
Use relative polar coordinate input.
Adjust the length of the centerlines using
EditLength, option Dynamic.
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Coordinate Input
You can apply the Cartesian coordinate system or the polar coordinate system. Both
systems are available at any time. You can toggle between coordinate systems at any time,
even within a command.
You can specify absolute coordinates (with reference to the origin of the coordinate
system), or relative coordinates (with reference to the last specified point).
Absolute coordinates with reference to the origin of the coordinate system.

+ In ARES Commander, the decimal point (not the comma) is used as Decimal separator.
+ The comma separates the X, Y, Z coordinates.
+ "<" is set as an identifier for a subsequent angle input.
Cartesian coordinate system

Polar coordinate system

To the right and at the top: Positive values
To the left and at the bottom: Negative values

Default:
Angle 0° to the east and positive direction of
counterclockwise rotation.

Specifying points: X, Y
P1: 2, 2
P2: -1.5, 1.5
P3: -3.5, -1.5
P4: 2.5, -2.5

Specifying points: Distance < Angle
P1: 3 < 0
P2: 1.5 < 45
P3: 3 < 135
P4: 2 < 225

Since you are only working in 2D in this basic training, you can ignore the Z coordinate
here. Basically, the model area is a 3-dimensional space.
The coordinate systems also let you specify heights:
3D Cartesian:
X, Y, Z
Cylindrical coordinate system:
Distance < Angle from the XY plane, Z
Spherical coordinate system: Distance < Angle in the XY-plane< Angle from the XY-plane
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Relative coordinates, relative to the last point in each case.

+ Each relative point input is preceded by an @

The angle is specified as an angle
relative to the X-axis (0°), so the angles
must be calculated accordingly.
P:
P1:
P3:
P5:

@ ΔX, ΔY
Arbitrary,
@ 0, 60
@ -60, 0

P2:
P4:
P6:

@ 130, 0
@ -20, 20
@ -50, -20

P:
P1:
P3:
P5:
P7:

@ Distance < Angle
Arbitrary,
P2: @ 90<0
@ 40 < 90 P4: @ 30 < 140
@ 20 < 180 P6: @ 30 < -90
@ 20 < 220

If Quick-Input (QInput) is activated, you can enter the values immediately at the cursor.
You can toggle between distance and angle input using the Tab key. The desired angle is
displayed in the graphics area:

This method does not require @ to be entered.
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4

Drawing slots

-

5

Activate the "Outline" layer
Use the following commands:
Offset with Option Target layer = active layer, Circle and Trimm

Draw the outline of the first wing

-

Start by Offset the existing entities
Next, create rounded corners using the Fillet command.

Using the Fillet command, you can create rounded corners between two lines, arcs, or polyline
segments. An arc tangent to both entities is created.
If the two entities overlap, they are
trimmed to create the fillet. Entities
that are too short are lengthened.

+ Specify the Radius option to define the desired fillet arc radius
+ You can disable the automatic lengthening or shortening of the selected entities.
+ Press the Shift key and select a second entity to create a corner instead of a fillet
("Fillet with radius 0"). The specified entities are extended to the intersection of the two
entities or shortened to that point. This method lets you use the Fillet command to separate
drawing entities without having to change the value for the fillet radius.
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6

Draw another centerline

Draw another centerline on which the right wing is to be placed.
7

Start the Line command
Specify start point: Snap to the lower intersection of the
centerlines.
Specify the next point: @50<20
Press Enter to conclude the command.

Mirror the left wing

As the right wing has the same size, you can mirror it for the left wing.
Use the Mirror command to copy the specified drawing entities to the other side of a specified
mirroring axis. To define the mirroring axis, specify two points.
Press Enter to keep the source entities or specify the
Yes option to delete the entities.

Command access: Mirror
-

In the graphics area, specify the entities: include the
entities of the left wing into a selection window
In the graphics area, specify the entities: Press Enter to
confirm the selection.
Specify start point of mirror line: Click a point in the
graphics area
Specify endpoint of the mirror axis: Click a point
vertically below the start point using Polar or Ortho.
Delete the source entities?: No
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8

Place the right wing into the correct position

You can group the entities to allow easier placement.
-

Select the entities of the right wing. Right-click,
From the context menu, select: EntityGroup > Quick Group
Move the group of entities from the corresponding intersection to the end of the
centerline.

Use the Rotate command to rotate drawing entities about a base point at a specified angle
or select the Reference option to specify a reference angle
first and then the new angle.

+ Specify the entities to rotate
+ Specify the pivot point
+ Specify rotation angle: standard rotation positive
angle counterclockwise

9

Rotate the wing

Since the wing is not at the right angle, it must now be rotated.
Command access: Rotate
-

-

Specify entities in the graphics area: Select the
right wing (click the entity group), then finish
entity selection.
Specify pivot point: Snap the endpoint of the
centerline.
Specify rotation angle: -20
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10 Complete the drawing

Complete the drawing using the commands you know.
-

Draw additional centerlines using polar input
Offset entities
Fillet corners and transitions
Construct a Circle
Copy the Circle

End of case study 4
Note: In a later lesson, you will insert dimensions.
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Case Study 5: Lever Arm
In this case study, two views of the lever arm are completed.
Therefore, an auxiliary construction of construction lines is used.
Linear patterns are used. You get to know the spline drawing command.

1
2

Open file: “Lever Arm.dwg"
Construct auxiliary structure for countersink

The side view of the countersunk hole is to be constructed with the aid of construction
lines.
-

Activate layer "construction lines"

Draw infinite lines:
Command access: InfiniteLine
o

o

3

Use the "vertical" option to position the
construction line at the intersections of the
circles with the horizontal center line.
With the "Angle" option, position the
construction line at the intersections of the
outer construction lines with the lower
edge of the side view. The required angles
are calculated with 90°-75°/2 and 90°+75°/2.

Draw the side view of the countersunk hole

The side view of the countersunk hole can be created via the intersection points of the
construction line structure. The "ConstructionLines" layer is off
-

Activate layer "hidden lines"
Draw lines across the intersection points

The construction lines that are no longer necessary are
not deleted. Only the layer is hidden.
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4

Hide layer "ConstructionLines"

"Layers" panel of the "Home" ribbon tab groups other useful layer tools. You will use them
in the following example.
The HideLayer command allows you to select elements in the graphics area whose layers you want
to hide.

Command access: HideLayer
5

Specify layer by selecting an entity:
click a construction line
Press Enter to conclude the command.

Duplicate holes

In the lever arm, there are several identical holes with the same distance to each other. In
such a case the entities can be created in a pattern.
Use the Pattern command to create copies of specified entities. The copied entities inherit all
properties of the original entities such as Layers, LineColors, LineStyles, and LineWeights.
- as a circular pattern,
- in a linear Matrix
- along a path

Command access: Pattern
-

Enable the “Linear” tab
Specify entities to pattern: Use the window selection to specify
the hole in the front view and the side view.

-

Vertical axis: 1
Horizontal Axis: 5
Spacing between entities on:
Horizontal Axis: 37.5



Tip: In the Pattern dialog box, click "Preview" to check the resulting pattern
without creating it. You can use this option and return to the dialog box as many
times as needed, simple click ESC to return to the dialog box.
Click OK to generate the pattern.
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A Spline is a smooth curve that you can create as a NURBS curve (non-uniform rational B-spline).
A spline is generated by specified vertices within a specified tolerance.

If you set the “Fit tolerance”, it will be applied to all subsequent spline generations until the value is
changed again. Setting the fit tolerance to zero forces the Spline to pass through the fit points.

Creating a broken-out for the first drill
To illustrate the first drill hole in the side view, a broken-out area is to be created. A spline
is to be used to limit the broken-out area.
6

Construct a spline

-

Activate layer "local section"

Command access: Spline
-

-

Specify the start fit point: Click a point above the side view
Specify next fit point: In the side view, specify two fit points
Specify next fit point: Click a final fit point below side view
Specify next fit point: Press Enter to finish point specifications
Specify start tangency: Move the cursor to see the effect of changing the tangent
direction for the start point.
You can now click to let the spline run in a required direction from the start point.
Alternatively, press Enter to accept the default values.
Specify end tangency: Press Enter.
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7

Trim and modify the properties

Use the commands you know for the next steps.
-

8

Trim the chamfer line at the spline
Trim the spline at the outer contour
Move the lines of the hole from layer "hidden
lines" to Layer "Contour"

Create the hatch

Use the commands you know for the next steps.
9

Activate layer "hatch"
Draw hatches

Create a second broken-out area.

Use similar steps to create a second broken-out area for one of the thru holes.

10 Show all layers

To control the result, all layers should be displayed.

End of case study 5
Note: In a later lesson, you will insert dimensions.
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Case Study 6: End Cap
In this case study, two views of an "end cap" are completed.
Circular patterns are used.
The dimensioning of the drawing is not created in this chapter.
1

Open file: End Cap.dwg

The drawing contains two views of a part. In the front view, you can find a hole that is
needed 6x at the same distance.
2

Split line at one point

In the front view, the existing holes, including the centerline, are to be patterned in a circle.
Since the vertical centerline is continuous, axes would overlap according to the pattern.
Therefore, this axis must be shortened.
In this case study, the centerline in the middle is to be divided into two sections, then the
upper section is to be deleted.
Command access: Split
-

Specify entity: Click the vertical centerline
Specify second split point: Specify the "First point" option
Specify first split point: Click the desired point (center of the circles)
Specify second split point: @



Tip: The Split@Point command makes separating at a point more convenient. In
the first step you have to select the entity, in the second step the split point.
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3

Delete the upper part of the line

The vertical centerline now consists of two parts. The upper part can be deleted.
4

Duplicate hole

The hole is now to be multiplied by a circular pattern and distributed
6 times across the circle.
Command access: Pattern
-

Enable the "Circular" tab
Specify entities

-

Defining a pattern based on "Fill angle and total number of entities"
Fill angle: 360
Total number: 6
Center of arrangement: Snap to the center of the cap
See the preview and confirm with OK

End of case study 6
Note: In a later lesson, you will insert dimensions.
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Case Study 7: Modifications to the holiday home project
In this case study, you will modify the floor plan of a holiday home. The Polyline drawing
entity is examined in more detail and LineStyles are assigned directly. You get to know the
Stretch command.

1
2

Open file: “holiday home project.dwg”
Show all layers to get an overview of all entities in the drawing.

Complete the chimney
First the chimney has to be completed.
-

Zoom to the chimney
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3

Draw a Polyline for the insulation

A Polyline with the appropriate line width and an assigned dashed LineStyle represents the
insulation. In order to draw them, we need the corner points.
-

Activate layer "construction lines"
Offset lines, distance 0.0125, to the inside, target layer: "active layer"

-

Activate layer "chimney"

Command access: Polyline
-

4

Specify start point: Snap an intersection of
the construction lines.
Specify next vertex: Specify the "Width" option
Specify start width: 0.025
Specify end width: 0.025
Specify next vertex: Snap the three other intersections of the construction lines.
Specify next vertex: Specify the "Close" option

Assign a Line Style to the polyline

This polyline inherits the LineStyle from the "Chimney" layer. In this example, the Polyline is
assigned to a different LineStyle afterward. Such a direct assignment should be an
exception.
-

Load the LineStyle "DASHED" into the
drawing, but do not set it as active. The
"ByLayer" setting remains active.
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-

5

Draw hatches

-

6

Specify the polyline and select the "DASHED"
LineStyle in the Properties palette
Define the line scale factor for this polyline so that
the result is acceptable.

On the "construction lines" layer,
draw the diagonal of the inner rectangle.
Specify the „Dots“ hatch pattern (Scale 0.005)
Draw another hatch
Hide construction lines

Drawing an arrow for the building entrance

An arrow is to be drawn as a symbol at the house entrance. We will use a polyline again.
First draw a construction line for positioning in the middle of the door.
-

Activate layer "construction lines"
Draw a line:
o Specify start point:
EntitySnap "Mid between 2 points"

You can access the context menu for the "Single Object
Snap" by pressing Shift + right mouse button:
o
o

First point of mid: Intersection point 1
Second point of mid: Intersection point 2

o

Specify next point: Use Polar or Ortho to specify a second point in a
horizontal direction, next to the first one. Complete the line.
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-

Activate layer "Walls"
To quickly activate the desired
layer, use the "Activate Layer" tool.
Simply click on one of the already
existing wall lines.

-

Draw a polyline:
o Specify start point: EntitySnap "Nearest"
Click any point on the line you have just created.

o
o
o
o
o

Specify next vertex: Specify the "Width" option
Specify start width: 0
Specify end width: 0.5
Specify next vertex:0.15
(horizontally on the right next to the start point)
Specify next vertex: Press Enter to complete
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Modify the floor plan
The floor plan of the house is to be changed.
Use the Stretch command to change the dimensions while maintaining the dependencies
of the entities.
Use the Stretch command to change the position of geometrically significant points of selected
entities in a drawing. This stretches or moves the entities. Stretching enlarges or reduces entities in
only one direction, unlike scaling.

For entity selection, use a crossing window (entity selection option Crossing) or a crossing polygon
(entity selection option CPolygon). After you have selected entities, you can remove entities from the
selection using the entity selection option Remove (or by holding down the Shift key).
All drawing entities that are completely within the range of the cross selection are moved.
All drawing entities that intersect the boundary of the cross selection are modified.
You can stretch lines, polyline segments, rays, arcs, elliptical arcs and splines.
7

Enlarge floor plan

The entire house is to be widened by half a meter.
Command access: Stretch
Specify the entities you want to stretch applying crossing window (option: cw) or
crossing polygon (option: cp):
-

Specify entities: Click the upper right point of the crossing window.
Specify entities: Click the bottom left point of the crossing window.
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-

- Specify entities: Press Enter to confirm the selection
- Specify From point: Click a point next to the floor plan (1)
Specify destination: Move the cursor vertically upwards (using Polar), then specify “0.5”

The width of the floor plan measures 6.24 metres. All related entities including
dimensions are modified accordingly.
8

Move the bathroom door to the right

The bathroom door is to be moved 25 cm to the right.
Command access: Stretch
Specify the entities using a crossing window or a crossing polygon (Option shortcut: wp):
-

Specify entities: Click the upper right point of the crossing window.
Specify entities: Click the bottom left point of the crossing window.

-

Specify entities: Press Enter to confirm the selection
Specify From point: Click a point next to the floor plan
Specify target point: Move the cursor horizontally to the right (with Polar),
then specify “0.25”

The distance between the door and the wall
is now 0.5 meters. All related entities
including dimensions and hatches are
modified accordingly.

End of case study 7
Note: In a later lesson, you will insert dimensions.
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Case Study 8: Lever
In this case study, a lever is completed and later changed. You get to know the Polygon
command and the Scale command. Additionally, you will draw circles using the "Tangent,
Tangent, Radius" option. To modify the drawing, you will use the following commands:
Scale and Rotate, both with the "Reference" option.

1
2

Open file: Lever.dwg
Draw the missing centerlines

-

-

3

Activate Layer "Centerlines"
Turn Polar on, set the incremental angle to 45°
(right-click the "Polar" button on the status bar
> Settings)
Create missing centerlines with polar support
through the upper intersection point, then lengthen
them dynamically, and offset them

Constructing a circle

Command access: Circle
-

Specify center: Upper intersection point
Specify radius: Specify "Diameter" option
Specify diameter: 50
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Polygon
A polygon is a closed linear PolyLine entity consisting of
3 to 1024 equal length sides.
When drawing a polygon, specify the number of sides.

+ Draw polygon over the center of the polygon:
o

Option Corner: For specifying the position of a corner (if only one value
is entered, it corresponds to the circumference of the polygon. The
corner point is then positioned from the center in the direction of 0°).

o

Option Side: For specifying the position of a side center (if only one
value is entered, it corresponds to the inner circle of the polygon. The
midpoint of the side is then positioned from the center in the direction
of 0°).

+ Drawing using the Side length option: You can specify the start point and the
endpoint of a side. The polygon is drawn counterclockwise from this side.
4

Draw a Polygon

Command access: Polygon
-

Specify number of sides: 6
Specify center point: Snap to the intersection point
Specify distance option: Specify the "Side" option
Specify distance: @14<135

The "width across flats" should be 28 mm.
Verify the result using the GetDistance command.
5

Creating circular arcs

Use the Circle command to draw the necessary arcs. They are tangent to the already
existing circles and the radius is known. The Circle command allows you to draw circles in
this situation. Later, you will trim the circles.
Command access: Circle
-

Specify center point: Option "Tangent, Tangent, Radius" (TTR)
Specify first tangency: Click a circle
Specify second tangency: Click a circle
Specify radius: 200



Tip: The position of the clicked point determines the
direction in which the circle that is to be drawn is
applied tangentially to the existing circle.
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6

Trimming circles

Command access: Trim
-

7

Specify cutting edges: Select both circles and confirm the
selection
Specify segments to remove: Click on the part to remove
from the newly drawn circle. Complete the command.

Mirror the arc of a circle

Mirror the arc across the center line.
8

Repeat the steps in the lower area

Modify lever
The next steps will modify the finished lever.
Use the Scale command to enlarge or reduce entities while keeping proportions the same.
Select the entities to scale.
Next, specify the base point, which holds its original position during scaling.
The defining points of all selected drawing elements are moved relative to this base point and thus
change their size. The scaling is proportional in X and Y direction.

You can specify a scale factor.
A scaling factor larger than 1 enlarges the entities by this factor. A scaling factor between 0 and 1
reduces the entities by this factor.
The Reference option first expects a reference length (as a numeric value or by showing two points)
and then the new length you want.
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9

Reducing the polygon size

The polygon is to be reduced from width across flats 28 to the width across flats 24.
Command access: Scale
-

Specify entities in the graphics area: Click the polygon and
confirm the selection
Specify base point: Snap to the intersections of the
centerlines.
Specify scale factor: Specify the "Reference" option
Specify reference length: 28 (this is the current length)
Specify new length: 24 (this is the desired length)

10 Changing the angle of the lever

The angle of the lever should be changed from 45 degrees to 35 degrees.
Command access: Rotate
-

In the graphics area, specify the entities: Include the entities to rotate
in a crossing window selection. Complete the selection.
Specify the pivot point: Snap the center point of the middle circle
Specify rotation angle: Specify the "Reference" option
Specify reference angle: 45 (the current angle)
Specify new angle: 35 (the desired angle)

End of case study 7
Note: In a later lesson, you will insert dimensions.
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Exercise 4: Modifying the Drawing
Time frame: 15 min

Change the drawing to match the result in the image above.

+ Open file: EditDrawing.dwg

+ Use the following commands: Rotate, Mirror, Move, Stretch, Scale.
+ Change the properties of the dimensions so that all dimensions are on the same layer.

Notes: ...................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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Exercise 5: Weekend House
Time frame: 15 min

Modify the floor plan of the weekend house so that it corresponds to the result shown
above.

+ Open file: “Weekend House.dwg”
+ Use the Stretch command.


Tipp: In the exercise folder, there is a PDF file in which you can see the drawing
result.

Notes:...................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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Exercise 6: Editing
Time frame: 15 min

Change the drawing to match the result in the image above.

+ Open file: Editing.dwg

+ Use the following commands: Copy, Move, Mirror, Pattern.
Notes: ...................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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Exercise 7: Lever
Time frame: 25 min

Complete the lever so that it corresponds to the result shown above.

+ Open file: Lever.dwg
+ Follow the steps described in the Case study 7.
+ Additional task: Modify the finished lever.
For that also follow the steps described in the Case study 7.



Tipp: In the exercise folder, there is a PDF file in
which you can see the drawing result.

Notes:...................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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Exercise 6: Chimney
Time frame: 20 min

Complete the drawing so that it corresponds to the result in the above image.

+ Open file: Chimney.dwg
+ Use the following commands: Offset and Trimm
+

Use the following commands: PolyLine, Ring, Line, Hatch



Tip: For hatches, use the "Out" additional option.

Notes: ...................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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7. Annotation and Dimensioning

The focus of this lesson
 Default settings for scalable and non-scalable texts
 Creating and Modifying Single-line Texts and Note Texts
 Preferences for scalable and non-scalable dimensioning
 Creating dimensions: Linear, radius, angular dimensions, etc.
 Creating Baseline Dimensions and Continuous Dimensions
 Editing Dimensions
 About the Dimension Palette
 Introduction to SmartSelection
 Working with Drawing Scale Lists
 Working with drawings that are created in meters
 Area calculation

Case studies
Case Study 9: Lever Arm
Case Study 10: End Cap
Case Study 11: Holiday Home
Case Study 12: Twin Garage
Exercises
Exercise 9: Steel Plate Dimensioning
Exercise 10: WeekendHouse_dimensions+area
Exercise 11: Casting_Dimensions
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Case Study 9: Lever Arm Dimensioning/Annotation
In this case study, the drawing of the lever arm is completed including dimensions and
annotations. You are introduced to setting text styles and inserting single-line texts. The
difference between scalable and non-scalable annotations will be discussed. An
introduction is given to the settings for dimensioning in mechanical engineering and
various dimensioning options.

1

Open file: Lever_arm_Annotation.dwg

You will find two parts in two views in this drawing. First the parts are to be annotated. For
this, a TextStyle has to be set first.

Defining Text Styles
Use the TextStyle command to define the appearance of texts in drawings and to activate, modify or
delete text styles that you have already defined.
If you create block text (Notes) or single-line text in the drawing, the active text style will be used.
In a TextStyle, the preferences for texts such as the font file, font
properties such as slant, spacing, size and other characteristics are
saved under a name.
Command access: TextStyle
You can define scaleable TextStyles, which means that an
annotation scale is used for Notes and SimpleNotes. TextStyles which do not use
annotation scaling are marked by a red "prohibition sign".
TextStyles are drafting settings and are saved with the drawing.
TrueType fonts (.ttf) and
compiled Textshape font files (.shx) are available as font files.



Tip: Define TextStyles in your drawing template files.
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2

Defining a new text style



Click the "New" button to define a new TextStyle.
Name the new text style, in our example "NormalText".
Select the font: Specify True-Type Font "Century Gothic"
Activate "Annotation Scaling"
Set the text height to "0".
Set the character spacing to “0.8”. That narrows the characters a bit.

Tip: A zero text height by default keeps the text height variable and allows text to be
written at any height. If you set a non-zero value here, you will not be prompted for
the desired text height when typing.

You will find a preview of the settings in the preview field.
-

Now "activate" the new text style.
Close the Options dialog box.

The drawing scale list shall now be set so that you can select the required scales for this
drawing conveniently.

The Drawing Scale List
Use the EditScaleList command to customize the list of scales offered in the drawing. The scale list is
used for scaling annotations and dimensions, but also for printing, for example, and for setting scales
in layout viewports.
This scale list is saved in the current drawing and is valid for this drawing. It is called the Drawing
Scale List.



Tip: Define drawing scale lists in your drawing templates.
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Command access: EditScaleList

3

Prepare scale list

All unnecessary scales are to be deleted from the list and the
missing ones added.

4

-

Click the line to delete it
Double-click field to write in it
Click OK to close the dialog box.



Tip: Define TextStyles in your drawing template files.

Set the scale

You must prepare the drawing for printing using the 1:2 scale. Therefore, this scale is now
set.
-

5

In the status bar, set the scale to 1:2

Activate layer "Annotation"
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Write the texts
You can create single line texts and multiline texts.
Create Single Line Text
This command creates separate, independent lines of text. You can
write the text in several lines. However, each line of text is an
independent element and can be moved or formatted individually.
Command access: SimpleNote
Use SimpleNote Formatting to apply formatting options during text input. Unlike for Notes, the
formatting options apply to the entire line of text (except for the Copy, Cut, Uppercase, and
Lowercase options, which you use to format highlighted text).

Creating Notes
Use the Note command to create text blocks in which the lines are treated as one unit.
Notes show four handles when selected, of which the two at the back
can be used to make the text block smaller or larger. Line breaks within
the Note are adjusted accordingly.
Notes can be separated into SimpleNotes using the Explode command.
Command access: Note
Use the Note Formatting pop-up toolbar to apply formatting options as you type text. In a Note, you
can assign special formatting to specific words or characters.

6

Inserting annotations

Command access: SimpleNote
-

Specify start position: click a point in the graphics area
Specify height: 4 (this refers to the desired text height on the sheet)
Specify text angle: 0
Type the text: Pos. 5
Type the text: Press Enter to finish.
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7

Inserting more annotations

Repeat the command and enter the following data: SimpleNote
-

Specify start position: click a point in the graphics area
Specify height: 3
Specify text angle: 0
Enter text: Drill together with pos. 6
Type the text: Press Enter to finish.

Edit Texts
There are several ways to edit existing texts:

+ Double-click the text and change it directly in the graphics
area

+ Selecting the text and editing the text content on the
Properties palette.
In the Properties palette, you can also change other text
properties, such as height and line angle.

+ Command access: EditAnnotation

8

Copy texts

The texts shall be copied downwards to the second part in the drawing.
9

Modify texts

Change the contents of the copied texts as follows:
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The parts are now to be dimensioned. To do this, first, specify the desired dimension style.

Defining Dimension Styles
Use the DimensionStyle command to define the appearance of dimensions in drawings and to
activate, modify, or delete previously defined DimensionStyles.
In a DimensionStyle, the preferences for dimensions
such as the font file, number of decimal places, type of
dimension arrows, alignment of dimension texts and
other characteristics are saved under a name.
Command access: DimensionStyle
You can define DimensionStyles so that they are scaled to scale, which means
that one annotation scale is used for all dimensions which use the
DimenstionStyle. DimensionStyles which do not use annotation scaling are
marked by a red "prohibition sign".
DimensionStyles are drafting settings and are saved with the drawing.



Tip: Define DimensionStyles in your drawing template files.

10 Defining a new DimensionStyle

-

Click the "New" button to define a new DimensionStyle.
Give a name for the new DimensionStyle, in our example "NormalDimension".
Select the DimensionStyle to be used as a basis for defining the new
DimensionStyle (the settings are taken from this style): ISO-25
Apply to: All dimensions
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11 Set up the DimensionStyle for this drawing

Since the new DimensionStyle was based on the "ISO-25" DimensionStyle, many settings
are already as required.
The following settings are to be changed for the dimensioning in this drawing:

Click OK to close the dialog box.

Dimensioning of the drawing
Various tools are available for dimensioning.
With the first dimension created, the layer "Defpoints" is automatically created. The
definition points of dimensions are managed on this layer. This layer is automatically set to
"Do not print".



For dimensioning turn ESnap on and turn Polar and ETrack off to avoid mistakes.
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12 Activate layer "dimensions"
13 Linear Dimensioning

Command access: LinearDimension
-

Specify first extension line position: P1
Specify second extension line position: P2
Specify dimension line position: P3

14 Baseline Dimensioning
The BaselineDimension command creates a series of parallel linear dimensions, angular dimensions,
or ordinate dimensions that represent all reference dimensions on a common baseline.

It is assumed that a linear dimension, an angular dimension or an ordinate dimension already exists
in the drawing.
The distance between the dimension lines is set automatically. The value is defined in the
DimensionStyle by the dimension line offset.

Command access: BaselineDimension
-

Specify second extension line position: P4
Specify second extension line position: Press Enter
Specify base dimension: Press Enter to exit

15 Adding more linear and baseline dimensions
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The Dimensioning Palette
The Dimensioning palette allows you to change the tolerance,
accuracy, and specific properties and contents of dimension texts.
The Dimensioning palette appears when you insert or select a
dimension.
To display the Dimensioning palette:
In the graphics area, insert a dimension or select one or more dimensions.
The Dimensioning palette icon
appears at the top right of the cursor.
Move the mouse pointer over the symbol to display the Dimensioning palette.
Click anywhere inside the palette to anchor it.
The palette disappears when you move the cursor outside the graphics area or unselect the
dimension by other means.
16 Add a tolerance to the dimension

-

Select dimension "217,5"
Opening the Dimensioning palette
Open the tolerance menu and select the "Symmetrical" tolerance.
Add value: 1

-

Select dimension "5"
Opening the Dimensioning palette
Open the tolerance menu and select the "Deviation" tolerance.
Add values: 0 and 0.3

17 Change the font size of the tolerance specification

-

Select dimension again
Open Properties palette
In the "Tolerance" section, change the
"Tolerance text height" to: 0.6
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18 Add diameter symbol

-

Select dimensions "4,2" and "6"
Opening the Dimensioning palette
Enter the code in the field in front of the measured value: %%c
This code %%c is automatically converted into the diameter symbol Ø.

19 Add additional information

-

Select dimension "37,5"
Opening the Dimensioning palette
Enter into the field behind the measured value: (x4)

20 Completing more dimension texts

Use the dimension palette accordingly to complete the missing additions.
21 Inserting angular dimension
Use the AngleDimension command to create dimensions of angles in the drawing.
You can create angular dimensions in various ways. The command lets you dimension the inner or
outer angle between two given legs.
The position of the dimension arc determines whether
the inner or outer angle is measured.

+ by specifying a vertex and two points on the
legs of the angle

+ by specifying two lines
+ by specifying the two end points of an arc

Command access: AngleDimension
-

Specify entity: P1
Specify second line: P2
Specify dimension position: P3
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22 Inserting radius dimension

Command access: RadiusDimension
-

Specify curved entity: Click an arc
Specify dimension position: Click the desired position

The continuous line from the arrowhead to the center of the arc
can be removed if necessary.
-

Select dimension
Open Properties palette
In the "Adjust" section, "Force dimension line" setting: off

23 Add linear and baseline dimensions to the lower part

End of case study 9
Note: In a later lesson, you will insert the symbols for the surface specifications.
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Case Study 10: End Cap Dimensioning/Annotation
In this case study, the end cap drawing is completed with dimensions and annotations.
New in this case study is dimensioning with half diameter dimensions, half angular
dimensions, and dividing overlapping dimensions.

1

Open file: Endcap_Annotation.dwg

You will find two views of the end cap in this drawing. First, the half diameter dimensions
are to be inserted.
2

Importing TextStyle and DimensionStyle

The text style and the dimension style are to be imported from drawing of case study 9.
The DesignResources palette is used for this.
-

-

Open palette "Design Resources"
Activate tab "Computer"
Navigate to the case study 9 drawing
The drawing “Lever_arm_Annotation.dwg“
Expand the display: click on the plus sign in
front of the file name
Click the category "TextStyles"
Drag and drop the text style "NormalText"
from the "Content" field into the current
drawing.
Repeat the steps for DimensionStyle
"NormalDimension"
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3

Inserting linear dimension

-

Activate layer "Dimensions"
Activate DimensionStyle "NormalDimension"

-

Activate Scale 1:1

-

Inserting linear dimension

This dimension is now to be changed to half a diameter dimension. The
Properties palette is used for this.
4

Set dimension to half diameter dimension

-

Select dimension
Open palette "Properties"
Edit the following values:
o Arrow 1: None
o Dimension line 2: off
o Extension line 2: off

Note: It depends on the order of the click points
when creating the dimension whether the
settings for arrow 1 or 2, dimension line 1 or 2 and dimension
auxiliary line 1 or 2 have to be changed.
5

Inserting second linear dimension

A second linear dimension is inserted for the intended half diameter
dimension.
The same sequence of click points for the extension lines shall be used as
for the creation of the first dimension.
The properties of the first half diameter dimension are to be transferred
to the second dimension.
The PropertyPainter command is available on
both the “Home” ribbon and the quick access
bar.
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Command access: PropertyPainter
-

Specify source entity: Click on the half diameter dimension
Specify destination entities: Click the new linear dimension
Specify destination entities: Press Enter to exit

Both the diameter symbol and the settings for arrow and lines have been transferred.
6

Inserting more dimensions

Complete the dimensioning of the part.

The dimension lines and dimension texts overlap in some places. This is to be corrected by
interrupting the relevant lines.
Use the SplitDimensions command to break dimension lines and extension lines of dimension entities
where they intersect other drawing entities. You can also reunite split dimension lines and
dimension auxiliary lines.

You can automatically create divisions of dimension lines and
extension lines at all intersections with other drawing elements.
Alternatively, you can define split locations one by one by selecting
crossing entities.
The default gap size is stored in the DimensionStyle.
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7

Split dimensions

-

Run the DimensionStyle command
Search option for setting the gap size
(use the search field if necessary)
Specify gap size: 1
Click OK to exit the dialog box.

Command execution: SplitDimension
-

8

Add angular dimensions

-

9

Specify dimension or multiple leader lines to divide or
join: Click dimension "Ø60”
Specify entity to split dimension: Click dimension "Ø6,6"
Specify entity to split dimension: Click dimension "14"
Specify entity to split dimension: Press Enter to exit.

Add angular dimension
Add the second angular dimension with "Baseline dimension".

Edit angular dimension

-

-

Select dimension "120"
Specify the following settings in the Properties
palette:
o Set Arrow to "None"
o Dimension line 2: off
o Extension line 2: off
In the Dimensioning palette, overwrite the
measured value with: 6x60° (360°)

End of case study 10
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Case Study 11: Holiday Home Dimensions/Annotation
In this case study, the drawing of the holiday home is completed with dimensions and
annotations. Settings are discussed for drawings created in meters. New in this case study
is continued dimensioning "QuickSelection" is introduced to you.

1

Open file: HolidayHome_Annotation.dwg

In this drawing, you will find the floor plan of the holiday home.
Since the drawing was created in meters, you must consider the scale size of the
dimensions:
The total dimensions of this drawing are approx. 8 x 7 drawing units, including the
dimensions somewhat more. If the drawing would be printed, it would be very small with a
1:1 scale printout, since the drawing units are converted to mm when printing.
On the sheet, the drawing would only be approx. 8 x 7 mm. The drawing must be printed
enlarged.
The height of the annotations and dimensions in this drawing should be significantly
below 0, otherwise it would be too large for this drawing.
(This is easy to check by inserting a dimension in the DimensionStyle "Standard" where the
text height is set to 2.5.)
All these points are discussed below.
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Settings for drawings created in meters
If a drawing is created in meters, 1 drawing unit (DU) = 1 meter.
That means: 1DU = 1 meter corresponds to 1DU = 1000 millimeters
This means that it is drawn on a scale of 1:1000.
Since the drawings are usually used on a scale of 1:100 or 1:50, they must be enlarged
when printing.
The annotations and dimensions will then also be enlarged, which must therefore be
adjusted (reduced) in the drawing accordingly.
Printout of the drawing created in meters on Printout of this drawing in scale 20:1:
a scale of 1:1: (corresponds to M 1:1000)
(corresponds to M 1:50)

Adaptation of annotations and dimensioning to the plot scale
Texts and dimensions must be adjusted manually if you are not using scalable text styles
and dimensions.

+ Dimensions
The setting is determined in the DimensionStyle via the scaling factor.
The dimension scaling factor adjusts the dimension size to the desired plot scale. It applies
to all dimension settings in the DimensionStyle (text height, arrow size, and all others).
Dimensions > Adjust > Dimension Scaling > Scaling Factor
The values set in the dimension settings are converted by the scaling factor.

+ Texts
The adjustment factor for texts corresponds to the dimensioning factor.
The height of the texts has to be calculated accordingly with this factor and the text has to
be adjusted manually to this height.
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Example
A drawing is drawn in meters.
On the printed sheet, the dimension text height shall be =2.5mm and the
annotation text height shall be =3mm.
The drawing is needed in scale 1:100.
Since the drawing was created in M 1:1000, it must
be enlarged 10 times when printing: Plot scale 10:1.
The scale factor for annotation and dimensioning = 1/plot scale.
For our example: plot scale 10:1  scaling factor 1/10 = 0.1

+ Adjustment dimension:
Scaling factor for the dimension:
0.1
The dimension text height - like all other dimension values - is automatically recalculated
with this scaling factor.
The dimension text height can be directly set to 2.5.
Required dimension text height * scaling factor = dimension text height in the drawing.
2.5 * 0.1 = 0.25

+ Text height for SimpleNotes and Notes:
You must set the text height manually for SimpleNotes and Notes.
If a text height of 3mm is to be achieved on the printed sheet, the text height must be set
to 0.3 when writing the text.
This results from
Required text height sheet * scaling factor = text height to be set
3 mm *0.1 = 0.3

A list of examples of this
conversion can be found in
the appendix.
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Dimension Styles for drawings created in meters
You can work with scalable and non-scalable dimensions.

+ Using non-scalable dimensions:
With this method, a separate DimensionStyle is defined for each required scale.
One DimensionStyle is preset and serves as the basis. The only difference between the other
DimensionStyles and this basic DimensionStyle is only the scaling factor.
DimensionStyle name
Note: No spaces or special characters are allowed in the
name of the DimensionStyle.
"BuildingDimensions" contains all default settings and
serves as the basis for the other DimensionStyle.
M_1-100_Meter

Dimension Scale Factor

M_1-50_Meter

0.05

M_1-20_Meter

0.02

M_1-10_Meter

0.01

1
0.1

+ Using scalable dimensions
Only one DimensionStyle is necessary, but it is essential to set it correctly and assign it to the
correct scale. The scaling factor is calculated automatically. Since scalable annotations and
dimensions are scale dependent, the drawing scale list has to be prepared correctly.

Scale List for drawings created in meters

2

Set up scale list

Change the drawing scale list as shown in the figure.
Use the "Down" and "Up" buttons to sort the list.
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DimensionStyle settings for architectural drawings
In contrast to the previously dimensioned drawings, other settings are usually used in
architectural drawings, e.g. for the dimension arrows and the extension lines. Architectural
drawings do not use baseline dimensions, but continuous dimensions.
We start with a non-scalable dimensioning.
3

Defining a new DimensionStyle

-

Click the "New" button to define a new DimensionStyle.
Give a name for the new DimensionStyle, in our example "BuildingDimensions".
Based on "ISO-25"
Activate DimensionStyle "BuildingDimensions"
Setting to be changed:

Arrows:

Fit > Dimension text

Fit > Dimension scale > Scale Factor
Note: Since this dimensioning is intended to serve
as a basis for others, the factor remains 1.
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Linear Dimension

Line > Dimension line settings

Line > Extension line settings

Text > Text settings

If this DimensionStyle were used now, the dimensions would be much too large.
The DimensionStyles for the various scales are now defined based on this
"BuildingDimensions".
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4

Defining a new DimensionStyle

-

5

Click the "New" button to define a new DimensionStyle.
Names for the new DimensionStyle, in our example "M_1-50_Meter".
On the basis of “BuildingDimensions“
Setting to be changed:
o Fit > Dimension Scale > Scale Factor
0.05

Defining more DimensionStyles

-

Click the "New" button to define a new DimensionStyle.
Names for the new DimensionStyle, in our example "M_1-20_Meter".
On the basis of “BuildingDimensions“
Setting to be changed:
o Fit > Dimension Scale > Scale Factor
0.02

Define DimensionStyles for additional scales you need.
6
7

Activate DimensionStyle "M_1-20_Meter"
Creating dimensions

-

Activate layer "Dimensions"
Create a linear dimension

Continuous dimensions
The ContinueDimension command continues a linear, angular, or ordinate dimension
from the second extension line of an existing dimension as a continuous dimension.
Make sure that the drawing entity you want to dimension already has a linear dimension, angle
dimension, or ordinate dimension that can serve as a starting point for the continuous dimension or
create one of these dimensions.
Command access: ContinueDimension
The last dimension you created automatically serves as
the initial dimension. If no applicable dimension is
detected, you will be prompted to select an existing
linear, angular or ordinate dimension as the original
dimension.
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8

Creating continuous dimensions

Command access: ContinueDimension
-

9

Specify second extension line position: Snap next point
Specify second extension line position: Snap other points
Specify second extension line position: Press Enter to exit

Specifying opening heights

Opening heights are to be added to the window dimensions.
-

Select dimension “1,51“
Opening the Dimensioning palette
Enter the opening height in the field
below the measured value: 1,25

10 Second opening height

Repeating steps for second opening. Opening height here: ,625

11 Insert parapet heights

-

Activate TextStyle "Standard"

The heights of the parapets are to be written as SimpleNotes.
The text height for scale 1:20 with the “Meter” drawing units is calculated as follows:
Drawing (1:1000) needs to be enlarged 50:1  the scale factor is 1:50=0.02 (see the list)
Required text height on the Sheet: 3mm, Scale factor: 0.02
The resulting text height for the SimpleNote: 3 x 0.02 = 0.06.

Command access: SimpleNote
- Specify start position: Click a point in the graphics
area
- Specify height: 0.06
- Specify text angle: 0
- Enter text: PH ,875
- To exit the command, press Enter two times.
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12 Specify second balustrade heights

Repeat the steps for the second balustrade height or copy and modify the first balustrade
height.

If a drawing is already annotated and dimensioned, there are a few things to consider when
changing the scale.

Changing the scale of a drawing with non-scalable texts and
dimensions
In our example drawing we have used non-scalable text styles and non-scalable
dimension styles. The size of the annotations and dimensions is therefore completely
independent from the scale set in the status bar.
If we decide to use a different scale after all, annotations and dimensions must be changed
manually. This can be done comfortably with the help of the SmartSelection.
SmartSelection allows you to select drawing elements based on filter criteria.
You can add selected entities to an existing selection or use them as a new selection set.
Command access: SmartSelect (also to find in the Properties palette)

Operators allow you to set search or exclusion criteria.
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13 Changing texts to scale 1:50

To adapt the texts to the scale of 1:50, the text height must be changed.
All text entities in the drawing are to be selected for this purpose.
Note: Only two texts exist in this drawing so far. In practice, there are usually far more texts that
have to be changed together. Therefore, this section shows how the texts can be selected with
selection filters.

Command access: SmartSelect
-

Set filter: Different filters are possible for the required selection.
Two examples

or
-

Change text height in the Properties palette

The text height for the scale 1:50 with the Meter drawing units is calculated as follows:
Required text height on the Sheet: 3mm, Scale factor: 0.05
The resulting text height for the SimpleNote: 3 x 0.05 = 0.15.
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14 Changing dimensions to scale 1:50

To adjust the dimensions for the 1:50 scale, the assigned DimensionStyle will now be
changed. DimensionStyle "M_1-50_Meter" was already prepared in a previous step and
can now be assigned to dimensions.
Command access: SmartSelect
-

Set filter: Different filters are possible for the required selection. Two examples

or
-

Change DimensionStyle in the Properties palette: M_1-50_Meter

By changing the DimensionStyle, the opening heights have been lost again.
15 Insert opening height again

The Dimensioning palette offers previously used dimension settings for repeated use. This
is to be used in this case.
-

Select dimension “2,51“
Opening the Dimensioning palette
Expand Favorites List
Select the favorite



Tip: You can save frequently
used settings as favorites (1)
and access them on the tab
"Saved" (2).
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Changing the scale of a drawing with scalable texts and dimensions
In our example drawing we have used a non-scalable text styles and non-scalable
dimension styles. Now, these are to be changed into scalable annotations and scalable
dimensions.
Our drawing is currently prepared for a scale of 1:50.
Now the drawing scale list is checked again.
16 Check scale list

17 Set the required scale

Select a predefined scale from the list, and set the scale active: M 1:50 DU Meter.
18 Defining a new DimensionStyle

-

Click the "New" button to define a new DimensionStyle.
Names for the new DimensionStyle, in our example "BuildingDim-scalable".
On the basis of “BuildingDimensions“

-

Activate DimensionStyle "BuildingDim-scalable"
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19 Setting to be changed:

To make a dimension scalable, two settings must be changed.
The text style used for the dimension text must be scalable and
the dimension itself must be scalable.
Command access: DimensionStyle
-

Select TextStyle: Annotative

-

Dimension Scaling: Activate Annotation Scaling

Now click "Apply" to apply the two modifications.

The red prohibition sign has disappeared, the DimensionStyle is scalable.
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20 Modifying Dimensions and Labels

-

Assign DimensionStyle "BuildingDim-scalable" to the existing dimensions
Assign TextStyle "Annotative" to the existing annotations

Use SmartSelection and the Properties palette to make this modification.
21 Add new dimensions

-

Text style “Annotative“ is activated
DimensionStyle "BuildingDim-scalable" is active
Inserting the first linear dimension
Continue dimension chain as a continuous dimension

22 Changing the scale

-

Use the status bar to change the scale to 1:20

As a result, we do not see any changes in texts or dimensions. This is because the scales
were not automatically assigned to the texts and dimensions.
23 Assigning scales

-

Use the status bar to change the scale
back to 1:50



It is important that the assignment is made to the
correct scale.

-

Activate automatic scale assignment

24 Changing the scale

-

Use the status bar to change the scale to 1:20 again

As a result, we see the resizing of the texts and dimensions. This is because the scales are
now automatically assigned to texts and dimensions.
25 Complete dimensions and annotations

End of case study 11
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Case Study 12: Twin Garage Dimensioning/Annotation
In this case study, the drawing of the twin garage is completed with annotations. New in
this case study is the calculation of areas and the creation of area boundaries.

Area calculation
Use the GetArea command to determine the area and perimeter either of drawing entities or by
specifying points that circumscribe areas.
Command access: GetArea

The command offers various options to calculate an area. During the command dialog, partial areas
can be added or subtracted.

+ Option Specify entity:
Use this option to calculate the area of existing drawing entities (such as circles, ellipses, arcs,
or polylines). If a non-closed entity is selected, the area is calculated under the assumption
that it is closed.

+ Specify points in the graphics area:
Use EntitySnap functions during area calculation to identify geometrically significant points of
entities, such as end points or intersection points, which circumscribe the desired area as
bounding points.

+ Select the Add or Subtract option to add or subtract partial areas from the total area.
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1

Open drawing: Twin Garage_annotation.dwg

In this drawing you will find the floor plan of a twin garage including dimensions.
2

Hide unneeded layers

3

Hide layer "dimensions" and layer "groundwork"

Calculate area by circumscribing points

-

Turn ESnap on and turn Polar and ETrack off to avoid mistakes.

Command access: GetArea
-

Specify first point: Snap a corner point of the parking area.
Specify next point: Snap another corner point
Specify next point: Snap more corner points in the chosen direction one
after the other (do not move crosswise).
Specify next point: Press Enter to endpoint specification if the green
filled preview area corresponds to the area to be determined.

Area and perimeter are displayed:
Area = 9.264, Perimeter = 15.29
4

Inserting a room stamp

-

Activate layer "text"
Activate non-scalable text style "Standard"

Command access: Note
-

Specify first corner: Click a point for left boundary of the text block
Specify opposite corner: Select the "Height" option
Specify height: 0.15
Specify first corner: Click a point for right boundary of the text block
Text editor opens: Enter text, format as required
Exit text editor: Click the icon with the green tick to confirm.
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Creating area boundaries
Use the AreaBoundary command to create a polyline or region within a closed contour enclosed by
2D drawing entities.
Command access: AreaBoundary

In the dialog box, select whether the boundary is to be defined
by selecting entities (1) or by clicking inside a closed contour (2).

Usually confirm with OK to be able to click an internal point within a closed contour.
Specify internal point: Click inside the contour
Boundaries are analyzed...

Specify internal point: Click an additional point within another closed contour or press Enter to exit
the command
A closed polyline is created on the active layer according to the preview.

Note: In this example, a polyline is not necessary as an area boundary, since it is a
rectangular area. These area boundaries are very helpful if the areas to be determined have
more complex contours and/or curved boundaries.
5

Creating a polyline as an area boundary

-

Activate layer "construction lines"
Create an area boundary in one of the garages
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6

Calculate the area using a polyline

There are two ways to determine the area of this polyline.

+ Using the Properties Palette
-

Select polyline
Browse the Properties palette for the area entry.

+ Using the GetArea command
7

Copying and modifying room stamp

8

Specify first point: Select the option "Specify entity"
Specify entity: Select the polyline
Results are displayed: Area = 18.09, Perimeter = 18.04

Copy room stamp from the storage room
Double-click the copied Note to modify it
Change the text to: Garage 1 (respectively 2), A= 18,09 m²

Rotate the room stamp of the storage room by 90°.

-

Selecting Notes
Properties palette set the text rotation to: 90

End of case study 11
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Exercise 9: Steel Plate Dimensioning
Time frame: 10 min

Complete the drawing so that it corresponds to the result in the above image

+ Open file: steel_plate_dimension.dwg
+ Define the scalable TextStyle "NormalText"
+ Define the scalable DimensionStyle "NormalDimension"
+ Dimension the drawing for scale 1:2.
+ Use the DimensionStyle "NormalDimension".
+ Use the linear and baseline dimensioning
+ Use the Dimensioning palette to edit the dimension text
Notes:...................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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Exercise 10: Weekend house Dimensioning
Time frame: 30 min

Complete the drawing so that it corresponds to the result in the above image

+ Open file: WeekendHouse_dimensions+area.dwg
+ Create dimensions using the already defined non-scalable DimensionStyle "M_1-20_m"
+ Create linear and continuous dimensions on layer "dimensions"
+ Manually draw closed polylines on layer "construction lines" as room boundaries
+ Calculate the room areas using the new polylines
+ Use the already defined non-scalable text style "Standard" and the Note command to create
a room stamp on layer "text".

+ Copy and edit the block text for all other rooms.
Notes: ...................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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Exercise 11: Casting_Dimensions
Time frame: 15 min

Complete the drawing so that it corresponds to the result in the above image

+ Open file: Cast part_dimension.dwg
+ Prepare the drawing for the scale 1:1.
+ Dimension with the predefined scalable DimensionStyle "NormalDimension"
+ Create linear, angle, radius and diameter dimensions on layer "dimensions".
+ Use the already defined scalable text style "NormalText" and the SimpleNote command to
create an annotation on layer "dimensions".

Notes:...................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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8. Working with Blocks

The focus of this lesson
 Creating Internal Blocks
 Defining BlockAttributes
 Editing Blocks/Components
 Creating and Inserting External Blocks
 Using Design Resources

Case studies
Case Study 13: Internal blocks - Circuit symbols
Case Study 14: Internal and external blocks - Holiday Home

Exercises
Exercise 12: Internal blocks - Circuit symbols
Exercise 13: Internal and external blocks - Holiday Home

Note: Working with customizable blocks and external references is not part of this basic
training.
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Case Study 13: Blocks and attributes - Circuit symbols
In this case study, the drawing of the circuit plan is modified. The circuit symbols are
inserted as blocks. Block attributes are defined to label the circuit symbols. New in this case
study is creating and editing blocks and defining and using block attributes.

1

Open file: Measuring circuit_blocks.dwg

You will find a circuit diagram with circuit symbols in the drawing. These consist of drawing
elements such as lines, rectangles, circles and line texts as labels.
The symbols are now to be defined as blocks.
2

Copy symbols

-

The symbols are copied next to the circuit diagram to have enough space to work
with.
All entities are moved to layer "0".

-

Activate layer "0"
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Managing Blocks
A block is a unit of drawing entities that are stored under a name within the drawing. Blocks can
contain geometric elements, (fixed) texts and block attributes (variable texts).
The function of blocks is to unify repeating groups of entities in a drawing and to make them easier
to handle.
A distinction is made between internal and external blocks.
Another distinction is made between simple and customizable blocks.

Internal Blocks:

+ The MakeBlock command lets you define blocks in a drawing from selected entities.
External Blocks:

+ You can insert any DWG or DXF file into a drawing. The file is inserted as an (external) block
and, after insertion, is managed as an internal block within the current drawing.
The inserted drawing brings along all layers, line types and other named objects, as well as
all blocks that were already defined in this inserted drawing.
If named objects (such as layers or text styles) with the same name already exist in the
current drawing, these duplicates are ignored and existing objects with all their properties
are retained.

+ You can insert (external) blocks from other drawings into the current drawing using the
design resources. After insertion, these blocks are managed as internal blocks in the current
drawing.
When inserting into the current drawing, all layers, line types and other named objects, as
well as all nested blocks used in the block are included.
If named objects (such as layers or text styles) with the same name already exist in the
current drawing, these duplicates are ignored and existing objects are used.

+ You can export existing "internal Blocks" and any selected drawing entities to a separate
DWG or DXF file using the ExportDrawing command. On the one hand, this lets you create
block libraries. On the other hand, the command is also used to extract relevant drawing
entities from large files and thus simplify further processing.



Tip: You can create block libraries as folders with many individual files and also as
library drawings with many internal blocks. Discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of these options.
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Creating Blocks
Command access: MakeBlock

Note when creating:
A block brings with it the layers used by the entities of the block.
The block reference itself is stored on the current layer.
The individual block entities remain on the layers on which they were created.
Exception: Entities which were on layer "0" when creating the block are placed on the current layer
when inserting the block.
Consider in advance whether you need a block that can be stored variably or a block with fixed
layers.

For each block is defined at creation:

+ by a name (1): choose short and "speaking" names
+ a basepoint, also called insertion point (2): a
significant point for later positioning

+ a selection of entities (3): the selected elements can
be seen in the preview window (4). First select the
geometry entities and texts, then the block
attributes in the order in which you want to query
them later.

+ assigned units (5): these are important when you
insert blocks and will be explained later.
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3

Defining Blocks

Three blocks will be defined: "R", "A" and "G". All three blocks are defined as internal
blocks and with "No Units" because they are symbols for which the units are not relevant.
Command access: MakeBlock
-

Name: R
Entities: Select rectangle and text “-R1”
Base point: Snap midpoint of upper rectangle line
Units: Unitless
Activate "Convert to Block" so that the selected individual entities are converted
directly into the block.

The other two blocks are defined in the same way.

4

Replace individual entities by blocks

-

Deleting all entities on layer "Symbols"
o Open Properties palette
o Use SmartSelect to select all
symbol entities:
Entity "Multiple", Property:
"Layer" = "symbols"

o

Delete selected entities
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Inserting Blocks
The InsertBlock command lets you insert blocks or drawing files into the current drawing.

For "Name", select an internal block defined in the drawing from the list or click "Browse" to select
an external drawing file (DWG, DXF) to insert.
In the "Insert Block" dialog box you can define the position, scale and rotation angle of the block
insertion directly or keep the specifications open with "Specify later". These can then be determined
directly in the graphics area.

When inserting a block into a drawing, a reference of the selected block is placed at the insertion
position. This reference is placed on the active layer and contains information about the block
name, scale and rotation angle.
If a block definition is later changed, all block references are updated, i.e. they automatically adopt
the change.

The symbols are now to be inserted again as a block at the appropriate positions.
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5

Inserting symbol blocks

-

Activate layer "symbols"

Command access: InsertBlock

-

Select the respective symbol from the list
Activate "Specify later" for the position

Note: Block units: Blocks for which "units" have been defined during creation are scaled by
a factor that is determined automatically. This is not the case for blocks defined with
"Unitless". You will learn more about this later.

-

Click OK to exit the dialog box
Insert each block once into the drawing

The block "R" (the resistors) is to be inserted in the drawing with different text
specifications. Therefore, the text in this block should be changed from a (fixed) text to a
blockattribute (variable text). The block must be edited.
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Editing Components
Use the EditComponent command to modify block definitions.

Command access: EditComponent
Select a reference of the block to be edited in the drawing
and press OK in the "Edit Component" dialog box to
confirm your selection.
You are now in Component Edit mode:
- with a grey graphics area background (1)
- with highlighted entities that are already
entities of this block (2)
- with block editing tools enabled (3) that let you add
entities to the block or remove entities, change the base point, or save the block definition under a
different name.
- with faded elements that do not belong to the block (4)

You can terminate this mode with CloseComponent or SaveComponent.

Note: The “EDITCUSTOMBLOCK” command is used to create "customizable blocks" and will
not be discussed in this basic training.
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6

Edit block definition of block "R"

Command access: EditComponent
-

Click the block reference of block "R" next to the
circuit diagram.

Alternatively, you can first select the block reference,
right-click to open the context menu and then select the
"Edit Component".


7

Tip: Use the tool matrix to quickly access
frequently used commands.

Change text content

-

Change the text "-R1" to "-R" (delete the number)

Defining Block attributes
Use the MakeBlockAttribute command to create a block attribute definition.
In the "Block Attribute Definition" dialog box, specify the attribute definition.
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Name (required field): Defines the name of the block
attribute. It is used to identify the attribute. The name is not
displayed in the drawing but is visible during block editing and
also in the block properties displayed in the Properties
palette.
Short, "speaking" names should be used.
Caption (optional): any text that describes the purpose of the
attribute to the user and thus simplifies the input of the
attribute value.
Default value (optional): Default value for the block
attribute. This is the text that appears in the drawing when
the block is inserted. This value can be changed during or
after block insertion.
In this dialog box, additional properties such as text height
and position are defined.
8

Define block attribute

Command access: MakeBlockAttribute
-

9

Name: Number
Default value: nn
Position: Activate “Specify later“
TextStyle: “Standard“
Text height: 4
Click OK to exit the dialog box
Specify position:
Click a location to the right of the text "-R".

End block editing

The "Edit Component" mode can now be terminated and
the changes to the block definition are to be saved.
Command access: CloseComponent, answer “Save” to the next question
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10 Insert another block reference

Let's test the modification by reinserting the block.
Command access: InsertBlock
-

Insert block "R" at another position
The request for the new block attribute appears in the command window:
o Proposed default value: nn (which we do not use)
o Number: “2”

The block was inserted with the number
specification (1), while the previously inserted
block (2) has no visible attribute value.

Both existing block references of block "R" in the drawing do not automatically display the
attribute changes.

Changes that affect the block attributes have to be synchronized manually. This is done
with the block attribute manager.

Managing Block Attribute Properties and Settings
Use the BlockAttributeManager command to edit block attribute properties and settings within
block definitions.
You can also:
- Change the order in which you are prompted for block attribute values when you insert a block
- Synchronize all references of blocks based on the settings in the Block Attribute Manager.
- Remove block attributes from blocks
Command access: BlockAttributeManager
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11 Synchronizing Attribute Modifications

Command access: BlockAttributeManager
-

Double-click the "Default Value" field for the "Number" attribute.
In the "Edit block attribute options" dialog box, set the default value to "nn" again
and press OK to confirm.
Click the "Synchronize" button in the "Block Attribute Manager" dialog box.

-

Click OK to exit the dialog box

Both previously inserted block references now show the default value for
the number: "nn".
12 Modifying the Value of the Block Attribute

The attribute value of an already inserted block is to be changed.
-

Double-click the block at the right
Change attribute value to number "1"

You can change block attribute values in
various ways.
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Changing Block Attribute Values
+ Using the Properties palette:
-

Specify block
Searching for block attributes in the
Properties palette
Modify value

+ Using the EditBlockAttribute command

+ Using the EditXBlockAttribute command
-

Double-click on a block that
contains block attributes to
open this dialog box

13 Insert missing blocks

-

Insert the missing two blocks or copy the existing blocks
Pay attention to the correct block attribute values
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Saving blocks as a file
The ExportDrawing command lets you save both defined blocks and selected drawing entities from
the current drawing to a new drawing file.
This allows you to make portions of the drawing
available for repeated insertion into other drawings
or to extract selected drawing entities from large
drawing files.

The “Export Drawing” dialog box is similar to the
“Make Block” dialog box.

14 Exporting Blocks

The blocks of the circuit symbols were defined as internal blocks in this drawing. To be able
to use them in other drawings as well, each block can be saved as a separate file in a library
folder.
Command access: ExportDrawing
-

-

In the dialog box, under "General" select:
Block, than select the block you want to
export from the list
Select the Block UnitSystem (for the new
drawing): Unitless
Click "Browse" to specify the location and
name for the new file.

15 To check the result, open the newly created file

End of case study 13
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Case Study 14: Internal blocks - Holiday Home
In this case study, the drawing of the holiday home is modified. The windows and doors, as
well as the furnishings, are inserted as blocks. New in this case study is the creation of
simple blocks used in variable size and the insertion of external blocks.

1

Open file: HolidayHome_Blocks.dwg

In the drawing, you will find a floor plan with dimensions. Unneeded layers are hidden.
During the exercise, turn on the layers as needed.
2

Creating the block geometry

For doors and windows, blocks are to be defined that can be scaled as easily as possible.
Therefore they are drawn with the outer dimensions 1 x 1.
-

Draw geometry on layer "0" next to the floor plan
Dimensions are not to be inserted.
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3

Defining the "Door" block

In this example, the MakeBlock command is invoked from the Heads-up toolbar
-

Select the door geometry using the window selection
Click the "Make block" command in the heads-up toolbar

-

Specify in the "Block definition" dialog box:
o the name of the block: Door
o the basepoint: Snap to the intersection of
the two lines
o the units: Meters
Click OK to close the dialog box.

-

4

Defining the "Window" block

Repeat the same steps for the "Window" block.
-

-

Specify in the "Block definition" dialog box:
o the name of the block: Window
o the basepoint: Snap the left endpoint of the
line at the bottom
o the units: Meters
Click OK to exit the dialog box
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5

Insert first door as block

-

Activate the "Windows+Doors" layer

Command execution: InsertBlock
-

-

6

Name: Select “Door“ from the list
Position, Scale and Rotation:
Activate "Specify later"
Activate "Apply uniform scale"
(X and Y scaling are the same)
Click OK to exit the dialog box

Specify destination: Snap corner point (1) at the wall
Specify scale: Type “0.885” or
snap the opposite point (2) in the graphics area.
Specify angle: Type “90”
Alternatively, with Ortho or Polar turned on, rotate the
block by moving the mouse cursor and clicking a
corresponding point in the graphics area.

Inserting more doors

-

Repeating the command InsertBlock
Specify scaling and rotation for the
individual doors
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7

Insert the first window

The block "Window" has to be scaled differently
during insertion in contrast to the doors.
-

-

8

Name: Select “Window“ from the list
Position and Scale:
Activate "Specify later"
Rotation: Remains at angle 0
Deactivate “Apply uniform scale”
Click OK to exit the dialog box

Specify destination: Snap corner point (1) at the wall
Specify scale:
o Snap the diagonal opposite point (2) in the graphics area
This point is used to define both X and Y scaling
or:
o Specify X-scale or opposite corner: 1.51
The value corresponds to the window width (3).
o Specify Y-scale: 0.24
The value corresponds to the wall thickness (4)

Insert more horizontal windows

-

Repeating the command
Repeat the steps for the missing
horizontal windows
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9

Copy block and modify properties

For the last missing window, a block is to be
copied and its properties changed as
required using the Properties palette.
-

Copy a “window” block to the corner
point of the vertical wall
- select it
- Change in the Properties palette:
o X Scale: 0.76
o Rotation: 90

An external block is now to be inserted as an arrangement (table with chairs).
This table is available as an independent DWG.

Inserting External Blocks
When inserting external files there are a few things to keep in mind:

+ The file to be inserted should be cleaned up.
All contents of the file to be inserted are transferred to the current
file. This applies to all drawing entities in Model Space, but also to
all named objects such as layers, line styles, text styles, all blocks,
and so on. All unnecessary objects should be removed from files
intended for insertion into other files.
o
o

Delete unneeded drawing entities.
Purge unused "named objects".

Removing unused references
Use the Clean command to remove unused references from the drawing. The references you can
remove include block definitions, layers, line styles, text styles, and dimension styles.
You can remove all unused references or only selected references.
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+ If a drawing is inserted into another drawing as a block, the coordinate origin (1) serves as
the basepoint of the block.

+ The block unit format of both the inserted file and the file to be inserted into must be set
correctly, i.e. the drawing units used in the file must match the block unit format.
If this is the case, the correct scaling factor of the block is automatically calculated by the
program during insertion.

The table was drawn in centimetres with a size of 80 x 80.
The block unit format of this file must therefore be set to "centimeters".
This automatically scales the table to the correct factor when it is inserted into the floor
plan.

The floor plan was drawn in Metres.
The block unit format of this file must, therefore, be set to "meters".
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10 Inserting the table into the floor plan

-

Open file "Table Cottage.dwg "
Measure the table to determine the drawing units
Check the block unit format and modify if necessary

Note: This file already contains a block: "Chair", which will also be available as a block after
it has been inserted into the floor plan. All other drawing entities in this file are single
entities.

-

Save file and close.

-

Check the block unit format in the file "HolidayHome_Blocks.dwg" and change it
if necessary
- Activate layer "Furnishings"
- Insert block
o Click the "Browse" button and navigate to the file "Table_HolidayHome.dwg"
o Position: activate “specify later“
In the "Insert block" dialog box you can see which scale factor has been automatically
calculated for inserting this file.
In our example, the 80 x 80 drawing units table is reduced by a factor of 0.01 to fit into the
8 x 6 drawing units floor plan.

11

Viewing block library drawing

Other blocks were combined in a library drawing.
-

Open drawing: Furnishings.dwg
Find the four blocks, view properties of the blocks
Close drawing
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12 Insert more external blocks

More blocks shall be imported from the "Furnishings.dwg"
drawing. The "DesignResources" palette is used for this.
-

-

Open palette "Design Resources"
Activate tab "Computer"
Navigate to the "Furnishings.dwg" drawing
Expand the display: click on the plus sign in front of the
file name
Click the category "Blocks"
Click the "Armchair" block in the "Contents" field
Show the preview window
Drag and drop the block into the current drawing
Alternatively: right-click the block, then select "Insert
block" from the context menu
Repeat the steps for another block

End of case study 10
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Exercise 12: Internal blocks - Circuit symbols
Time frame: 15 min

Create blocks from the individual elements of the circuit symbols. Replace the individual
entities in the drawing by these blocks.

+ Open file: Resolved circuit diagram.dwg
+ Copy the entities of the symbols next to the schematic
+ Move the entities to layer "0".
+ Define a block for each circuit symbol
+ Use "SmartSelect" to delete all entities located on the "Symbols" layer
+ Activate layer "Symbols"
+ Insert the blocks of the circuit symbols in the appropriate position
Notes: ...................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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Exercise 13: Internal and external blocks - Holiday Home
Time frame: 45 min

Complete the drawing so that it corresponds to the result in the above image.

+ Open file: HolidayHome_Blocks.dwg
+ Define internal blocks for door and window (follow the corresponding steps in case study
14)

+ Insert doors and windows on the appropriate layer
+ Open and finalize the file Table_HolidayHome.dwg (3 chairs are missing)
+ Check the block unit format in the drawing Table_HolidayHome.dwg and correct it
+ Move the entities of the drawing so that the lower corner of the table will be located at the
coordinate origin

+ Use the ExportDrawing command to save the "Chair" block as a separate file, select the unit
system "Centimetres"

+ Save and close the file Table_HolidayHome.dwg
+ Check the block unit format in the drawing HolidayHome_Blocks.dwg
+ Insert the file Table_HolidayHome.dwg into the drawing HolidayHome_Blocks.dwg on the
correct layer.

+ Use the "DesignResources" palette to add two more blocks for the furnishing to the
HolidayHome_Blocks.dwg file. Use the blocks from the library drawing "Furnishings.dwg".

Notes:...................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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9. Printing Drawings

The focus of this lesson
 Print Configurations
 Creating and Using PrintStyle Tables
 About the Page Layout Manager
 About Layout Space
 Inserting Frames and Title Blocks
 Importing Predefined Layouts
 Using Layer Previews and Working with the Layer Status Manager

Case studies
Case Study 15: Printing the lever arm from Model workspace
Case Study 16: Printing the lever arm from Layout workspace
Case Study 17: Printing the holiday home
Exercises
Exercise 14: Printing from Layout workspace
Exercise 15: Managing Layers
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Case Study 15: Printing the lever arm from Model workspace
In this case study, an area of the lever arm drawing is prepared for printing. It is to be
printed from the model area. Another new feature is the creation and editing of a
PrintStyle table.

1

Open file: LeverArm_Printing.dwg

In the drawing you will find two parts with dimensions. Only part 5 is to be printed.

Printing Drawings
Drawings can be printed from both the Model workspace as well as the Layout workspace.

+ Printing from the Model workspace:
The model area is an infinitely large three-dimensional space and should be used primarily
for the construction, the drawing of the object.
As a rule, the Model workspace is only printed if you need a quick basis for discussions or
reviews. In Model workspace, printing is usually done without a frame and title block.

+ Printing from the Layout workspace:
The Layout workspace is a 2D area used to prepare the plot layouts. Frames, title blocks and
legends are inserted here. In the Layout workspace you can print the drawing on a sheet in
different views, with different layer settings and in different scales.
Drawings for customers and collaborators as well as for archiving should be printed from the
Layout workspace.
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Printing from the Model workspace
The easiest and fastest way to print a drawing is to print directly from the Model
workspace.
Printing / Plotting
You can print your drawing on a printer or plotter. You can also print the drawing to a file (PDF,
HPGL2).
Command access: Print
From the Quick Access bar:

From the ARES main menu:

Part 5 is to be printed from the model area.
2

Printing using manual setup

Command access: Print
-

Options for page layout: “Manual setup“
Printer/Plotter: PDF
Paper size: ISO A4
Format: Landscape
Area: Specify

Select the area of the drawing to be printed in
the graphics area using two opposite click points.
-

Scale: Activate “Fit to paper size“
Offset: Activate “Print on center of paper“
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-

3

To confirm the settings, press OK.
A dialog box opens in which you specify name and location of the PDF file. Save the
file.

Open PDF

The PDF file you create shows the selected area in the drawing with the colors and line
widths used in the drawing. The drawing should now be printed only in black. PrintStyles
are required for this.
PrintStyles
PrintStyles and PrintStyle tables are used to define the way in which the entities of a drawing are
printed. PrintStyles determine the colors, line widths, and other properties with which the objects
are printed.
If no PrintStyle is applied, the entities are printed exactly as they were drawn.
A distinction is made between two types of PrintStyles : color-dependent and named.
For each type of PrintStyle, there are several predefined PrintStyle tables that you can assign to the
drawing for printing. The user can adjust these PrintStyle tables and create additional PrintStyle
tables.
Color-dependent PrintStyle tables:
*.ctb
Named PrintStyle tables:
*.stb
Both modes cannot be used simultaneously in one drawing.
Which mode is used depends on the settings in the drawing template.
Use the ConvertPrintStyles command to toggle the current drawing from color-dependent PrintStyle
mode to named PrintStyle mode or vice versa.
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4

Quick print using a predefined PrintStyle table

The drawing should now be printed only in black. You can use the predefined PrintStyle
table monochrome.ctb to do this.
Our drawing uses color-dependent PrintStyles. You can
easily see this in the Properties palette. If no drawing
entities are selected, the Properties palette displays the
default settings of the drawing. In the "PrintStyle" section
you will find the PrintStyle tables which can be used in this
drawing.
In our example we find *.ctb files, which means that
color-dependent PrintStyles are assigned.

You can easily check the effect of a PrintStyle table on the
printout. For this we use "QuickPrint".
Quick Printing
QuickPrint prints exactly the area that appears on the screen (the current view) using the preset
system printer and the preset PrintStyle table with the preset paper size. The current view of the
graphics area is scaled to fit the paper size and is centered on the sheet.
QuickPrint can be selected as an option in the Print dialog box. This deactivates all other settings in
the dialog box.
QuickPrint can also be entered as a command to execute printing immediately without prompting.

-

-

-

Select in the Properties palette the
PrintStyle table: “default.ctb”
The PrintStyle table default.ctb prints the
entities with the same colors as used in the
drawing.
Right-click on the "Model" tab, then select
"Print".

In the "Print Model" dialog box, set "Page Layout Options" to "Quick Print".
The preview shows a colored print.
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-

To close the "Print Model" dialog
box, click Cancel.

-

Select in the Properties palette: monochrome.ctb
The PrintStyle table “monochrome.ctb” prints the entities all in black, no matter
which color was used to draw them.
Right-click on the "Model" tab, then select "Print".
In the "Print Model" dialog box, set "Page Layout Options" to "Quick Print".

-

-



The preview shows a black and
white print.
To close the "Print Model" dialog
box, click Cancel.

Tip: A preview of the effect of a print style table on colors in the printout is
displayed if "Display" is set to "Yes" in the "Print Style" area of the Properties
palette.
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Defining a PrintStyle Table
Since our drawing should be printed in black, we can use the predefined PrintStyle table
monochrome.ctb. However, this PrintStyle table uses the line width applied in the drawing
for all entities.
Our drawing is supposed to use different line widths for various entities when printing,
e.g. thicker lines for the contours compared to the dimensions.
In color-dependent PrintStyle tables, each color is assigned a defined line width. Next,
we will define a PrintStyle table that corresponds to the colors used in our drawings and
the required line widths on the printout.
Color
red
yellow
green
cyan
blue
magenta
black/white
Color 8 (gray)
Color 8 (light gray)
5

Drawing entities

Centerlines
Dimensions
Annotations
Contours
Hidden lines
Hatches

Required line width
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.35
0.5
0.25
0.18

Defining a PrintStyle Table

Command access: Print

-

Click the "Additional Options" button in the "Print Model" dialog box
Select the PrintStyle table "monochrome.ctb", then click "Edit"

In this way, we intend to transfer the settings of this PrintStyle table to the new PrintStyle
table.
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-

In the "PrintStyle Table Editor" dialog box, click "Save As".
Type the name "Training.ctb" for the new PrintStyle table, then Save.

Since the monochrome.ctb is still open for editing in the print style table editor, close the
dialog box
"Print Style Table Editor" by clicking OK or Cancel.
-

Select the saved Training.ctb from the list of print
style tables and click "Edit"

-

In the PrintStyle Table Editor, the required line width is set for each used color.
The table above contains the required colors and line widths.
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Note: In our example only the line widths are to be set.
However, it is also possible to set the line color, line style and other properties.
For example, a drawing can be printed in black, with the exception of the "Fresh water pipe"
entities, which are to be printed in blue.

6

To close the "PrintStyle Table Editor" dialog box, click OK.
To close the remaining dialog boxes, click Cancel.

Scale “1:1” printing using the required PrintStyle table

Command access: Print
-

Options for page layout: „Manual Setup“
Printer/Plotter: PDF
Paper size: ISO A4
Format: Landscape
Area: Specify

Select the area of the drawing to be
printed in the graphics area using two
opposite click points.

7

Scale: Activate “1:1”
Offset: Activate “Print on center of page“
Click the “Additional Options…“ button, select the PrintStyle table "Training.ctb",
then click OK to exit
To close the "Print Model" dialog box, click OK.
Define name and save location for the PDF file

Open the PDF to see the result.

The lines are black and printed with the associated line widths.
To save these settings for further printing, print preferences can be saved and managed
using the Page Layout Manager.
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The Page Layout Manager
Page Layouts
Page layouts are print configurations that are saved in the drawing. You can use the Page Layout
Manager to define page layouts and assign them to the Model workspace or to Sheet tabs as print
configurations.
Command access: PageLayout

In the Page Layout Manager dialog box, the custom print configurations associated with the Model
or the active Sheet tab are displayed in a list (under the *Model* or the Sheets that exist in the
drawing, such as *Sheet 1*).
The name of the associated page layout is displayed next to *Model* or the relevant Sheet in
brackets.
You can import page layouts from other drawings.
8

Saving and assigning page layouts

Since the settings have already been
used once, they can be reused.
Command access: Print
-

Options for page layout:
„Previous Settings“
Click button „Save Page Layout“
o Give the name: "PDF-A4-Model", click OK
Click button „Apply to Sheet“
Click "Cancel" to close the Print dialog box.

Command access: PageLayout
The page layout "PDF-A4-Model" is associated to
*Model*.

End of case study 15
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Case Study 16: Printing the lever arm from Layout workspace
In this case study, the drawing of the lever arm is printed from the Layout workspace. To do
this, a layout is configured. Frame and title block will be inserted and complemented with
Field functions.

1

Open file: LeverArm_Printing_Layout.dwg

In the drawing you will find two parts with dimensions.

Printing from the Layout workspace
To print a drawing with frame and title block, in different views and scales, the Layout
workspace can be used.
The Layout workspace contains various (at least one) sheet tabs (Sheets). The Sheet tabs
can be renamed, and additional sheets can be inserted.
Sheet tabs can be copied and imported from other drawings
Creating Layouts

+ Inserting drawing frame and title block
o
o

Inserting drawing frame and title block as Block
Editing block attributes, inserting field functions

+ Defining and assigning a page layout
+ Defining Viewports
o
o

Define and activate a layer that will not be printed
Creating viewports

+ Set up the viewport:
o
o
o
o

Selecting a drawing area
Setting layer visibility
Setting the scale
Setting the annotation scale
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2

Switching to Layout

-

Click Sheet tab "Both parts"

Sheet tab "Both parts" is not configured as it can be seen here, it was taken from the
drawing template. There is a viewport, but there is no frame and no title block.
3

Deleting a viewport

The viewport can be deleted because it does not meet our requirements.
-

Click the frame of the viewport, then Delete.

The layout (sheet) is empty now.
4

Inserting drawing frame A3

A drawing frame for the sheet size A3 is to be inserted. In our example, a predefined
drawing frame is used. You can find installed frames in this folder:
C:\Users\”Username”\AppData\Roaming\ARES Commander Edition x64\19.0.1114
(versions_number)\Template

The pre-installed drawing frames can be customized, and new drawing frames can be
created.
Drawing frames should be in a separate file.
They are inserted into the drawing as a block.
In this case study we will use a frame and title block, you can find in the case study folder.
In the example we use layer 0 for the block reference. However, you can also define your
own layer, e.g. "Frame".
-

Activate layer "0"

Command access: InsertBlock
-

Click the "Browse" button
Navigate to the case study folder
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-

Select file "DIN_A3_en.dwg", then open it
In the "Insert Block" dialog box, activate the "Explode Block" option
Click OK to exit

The file is inserted in its original size at the coordinates 0,0,0.
With this file, a block for the frame “DIN_A3” and a block named "Titleblock" were
inserted. Use the Page Layout Manager to define the page layout now.
5

Defining a page layout

Command access: PageLayout
In the list, both layouts (Sheets) are displayed. The
active Sheet is highlighted.
-

In the Page Layout Manager, click the
"New" button

-

Name of the new layout: “A3-PDF_en“

-

In the "Page layout" dialog box, set the required settings.

In the preview, you can see dashed lines showing the margins. The red borders to the right
and above indicate that the printout would exceed the borders.
The margins must be changed to correct this.
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-

Click the “Properties“ button next to the printer name "PDF"
Set the four page margins for ISO_A3_(420,00_x_297,00_MM) to "0"

Note: When printing to a PDF file, the margins can be specified as "0". With a physical
printer, this is not possible because minimum margins are required for paper guidance. If
the frame cannot be printed at a scale of 1:1, you must reduce the frame slightly in this
case.

Once this modification has been made, the preview displays the complete frame.
-

Click the “Additional Options“ button
Select PrintStyle table "Training.ctb"

-

To close the "Page layout" dialog box, click "Save"
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6

Assigning a page layout to a Sheet

Now the defined page layout appears in the list below the list of Sheets and has to be
assigned to the active Sheet.
-

In the Page Layout Manager, click the "A3_PDF" layout
Click the “Activate“ button

The activated page layout displays for the current sheet and appears after the sheet name
"Both parts" in parentheses.
-

Closing the dialog box
Check layout: The white background of the Sheet should exactly match the frame.

You will now create a viewport on the sheet. Since the frames of the viewports are not to
be printed, first define a new layer and set it to "Do not print".
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7

Defining layers for viewports

-

Creating a new layer "Viewport"
Set the layer to "Do not print" and activate it.

Creating Viewports on Sheet tabs
Use the Viewport command to create and control viewports on Sheet tabs.
Viewports are areas that are created in Layout workspaces to display areas of the Model
workspace on the Sheet. A viewport visualizes the workspace model as through a window.
Therefore, they are called viewports. You can create, move, copy, scale, stretch, and delete
viewports.
Command access: ViewTiles

You can create a single viewport or multiple viewports
simultaneously using different arrangements.

Alternatively, the command can be invoked without a
dialog box but with the same options:
Command access: Viewport

If a modification is made in the Model workpace of the drawing, it is immediately visible on the
Sheet within the viewport.
For the display within a viewport, the shown area of the Model, the scale and the settings of the
layers can be selected.
New viewports always display the entire drawing.
The Viewport command is not valid if you are working on the Model tab.
8

Creating a viewport

Command access: ViewTiles or Viewport
-

Create a single viewport across two opposite corner points.
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In the view window, the entire model area always appears first. It now has to be set as
desired.
9

Setting the scale

-

Click viewport frame
Set the scale in the Properties palette:
o Standard scale: 1:1

10 Adding an annotation scale

The scale of the viewport is now 1:1, but the Annotation Scale is 1:2. If the annotation
scale is also set to 1:1, no dimensions and no labels are visible.
To correct this, switch back to the Model workspace.
-

To switch to the Model workspace, click the "Model" tab.
Adjust the annotation on the status bar:
o Activate "Add scale automatically"
o Then set the scale to 1:1.

Scaling is required so that annotations and
dimensions on the printout are displayed at
the required size.
Since scalable annotations and scalable
dimensions have been used in this drawing,
these can be easily customized with the scale
list. The new scale is automatically added to
annotation and dimensions.
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11 Setting up the annotation scale for the viewport

-

To switch to the Layout workspace, click the Sheet tab "Both parts".
Click viewport frame
Set the scale in the Properties palette:
o Annotation scale: 1:1

12 Editing the Title Block

The title block has been inserted as a block that uses block attributes. The attributes must
now get the correct attribute values.
-

Double click the title block to open the "Edit BlockAttributes" dialog box.

-

Click OK to exit the dialog box

Note: You can customize the block attributes of the title block. This text field serves as a
basic suggestion and should be changed according to company-specific rules.
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Field Functions
You can add field functions as annotations. Use fields to insert information about the document,
such as the modification date, drawing name, or editor that is automatically updated.
A distinction is made between automatic and user-defined field functions.
Automatic field functions are preset and automatically available. The current values are retrieved
directly from the document.
You can define user-defined field functions in the File Properties. These are usually required for
document management in PDM systems and can be written automatically by these, if an interface to
the PDM exists.
(User-defined field functions are not the subject of this basic training.)
Command access: Field

Use the RebuildField command to update fields manually.
13 Defining Field Functions

The drawing shall contain additional information about the drawing. These should be
stored on the drawing frame and automatically updated. Field functions are inserted for
this purpose.
-

Activate layer "0"

Command access: Field
- Select category "Date and Time"
- Name: Select "PlotDate" to retrieve the date of the last file print, then set the
format
- Click OK to exit the dialog box
- Place the field at the bottom of the drawing frame.

Note: The print date is displayed with "###" until the drawing is printed and then
automatically updated.
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Insert a second field that retrieves the file location and file name.
Command access: Field
- Select category "Document"
- Name: Select "FileName" to retrieve the name of the drawing file, then set the
format
- Click OK to exit the dialog box

-

Place the field at the edge of the drawing frame to the right.
Click the field and set a rotation of 90° in the Properties palette.

End of case study 16
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Case Study 17: Printing the holiday home
In this case study, the drawing of the holiday home is printed from the Layout workspace.
You define multiple layouts and create several viewports with different scales and layer
settings on one Sheet. New in this case study is working with the Layer State Manager and
overwriting layer properties in layout viewports.

1

Open file: HolidayHome_Printing.dwg

In the drawing you will find a holiday home with furnishings and dimensions.

Layer settings for layout viewports
You can overwrite the layer properties in Layout viewports and thus deviate from those
in Model workspace.

+ Layers that supposed be hidden in certain viewports are frozen in these for the "Active
Viewport" (1).

+ It is also possible to assign a color (2), a line style (3), a line width (4), and a transparency (5)
to a layer for a viewport that differs from the Model workpace setting.

+ The additional columns in the Layer Manager start with "VP" (for Viewport) in the name
and their settings apply only to the active viewport. They are available only when the
contents of a Layout viewport are active.
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Areas of our drawing are to be printed on a variety of layouts and with different
viewports and layout settings.

+ Floor plan with dimensions, without chimney details and furnishings
+ Floor plan with furnishings, but without chimney details and dimensions
+ Chimney details on a larger scale
The Layer Preview is used to locate the corresponding layers for a viewport. The settings of
the layers are saved in a layer state. This state can be accessed later in the layout for the
corresponding viewport. This way is more comfortable than switching the layers directly in
the viewports.

Using Layer Previews and Layer States
Layer Preview
Use the LayerPreview command to quickly display the contents of one or more layers. This command
lets you examine which entities are located on which layers.
Command access: LayerPreview

The Layer Preview tool is also available on the Layer Manager
palette.
You can use filters with wildcards (* and ?) to filter the layer
names.
Multiple layers can be selected by holding down the Shift or Ctrl
key.
2

Using the Layer Preview

First, select the layers for the floor plan with dimensions, excluding chimney details and
furnishings.
Command access: Layer (opens the Layer Manager palette)
-

In the palette, click the "Layer Preview" tool.
Select the following layers by holding down the Ctrl key:
o Layer: Select 0, Dimensions, Windows+Doors, and Wall
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This setting is now to be saved in a layer state.
Layer State
Use the LayerState command to backup, restore, and manage configurations of layer properties
and states.
In addition you can edit the properties of layers in a layer state.
Command access: LayerState

The Layer States tool is also available
on the Layer Manager palette.
Layer states are saved with the drawing.
Layer states can be exported to *.las files and imported
into other drawing files. If certain layers that are managed in a layer state are not yet available in
the drawing when importing a layer state, they are created when the imported layer state is
activated.
3

Defining a Layer State

-

In the palette, click the "Layer States" tool.
In the “Layer States Manager“ dialog box, click the button „Add“
Specify name: “Floor plan dimensioning“
To exit the dialog box, click "Close"
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4

Exiting Layer Preview

-

5

Clicking the "Layer Preview" tool in the Layer Manager palette again ends the layer
preview. All layers will be displayed as they were before the layer preview was
started.

Repeating steps to create an additional layer state

The layers for the floor plan with furnishings, but without chimney details and dimensions
are to be selected now.
-

6

In the Layer Manager palette, click the "Layer Preview" tool.
Select the following layers by holding down the Ctrl key:
o Layer: Select 0, Furnishings, Windows+Doors, Hatch and Wall
Click the "Layer States" tool.
In the “Layer States Manager“ dialog box, click the button “Add“
Specify name: “Floor plan furnishing“
To exit the dialog box, click "Close"
Exiting Layer Preview

Repeating steps to create a third layer state

The layers for chimney details are to be selected on a larger scale.
-

In the Layer Manager palette, click the "Layer Preview" tool.
Select the following layers by holding down the Ctrl key:
o Layer: Select 0, Dimensions_2, Chimney, and Wall
Click the "Layer States" tool.
In the “Layer States Manager“ dialog box, click the button “Add“
Specify name: "Chimney"

-

To exit the dialog box, click "Close"
Exiting Layer Preview
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Two layouts are to be set up now. To do this, predefined Sheets are imported into the
drawing.

Importing Layouts/Sheet into a drawing
Layouts/Sheet are saved with the drawing. Like other named objects, they can be imported
using the Design Resources palette.




Tip: Define layouts containing customized drawing frames and title blocks drawing
template files (DWT files). So they are directly available to you in every new
drawing. Unused Sheets can be deleted.
Tip: Save the template containing all defined Sheets as DWG if needed. You can
easily import the required sheets from this DWG (as well as from the DWT
template file) into any drawing.

For this course you will find such a drawing included in the training files.

7

Open file "All_Formats.dwg"

-

8

Open the file "All_Formats.dwg" from the training folder
"...Lesson09- Layout Setup and Printing Drawings\Topic Files".
Take a look at the predefined layouts. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
the different layouts (they are different in a few points)
Close the file without saving it

Opening the Design Resources palette
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9

Importing Layouts/Sheet

Two configured Sheets from the All_Formats.dwg file are to be imported into the drawing
HolidayHome_Printing.dwg.
-

In Design Resources, navigate to the folder "Lesson09- Layout Setup and Printing
Drawings\Topic Files"
Locate the file "All_Formats.dwg"
Extend the file by clicking on the plus sign in front of the name.
Locate the "Sheets" category
In the "Contents" window, locate the pre-defined layouts A0 to A4
Drag and drop the Sheets "Sheet-A3" and "Sheet-A4" into the drawing.
Locate the imported layouts in the drawing (1) and (2)
Right-click on the Sheet tab and select "Delete" from the context menu to delete
the unused layouts "Sheet1" (3) and "Sheet2" (4).

10 Setting up "Sheet-A4"

On Sheet-A4 the floor plan is to be displayed with furnishings, but without chimney details
and dimensions.
-

Switch to "Sheet-A4"

Command access: ModelModel
or double-click into the viewport to activate it and switch to Model mode.
-

Zoom > Fit (alternatively double-click on the mouse wheel)
Open the Layer States Manager
Activate the layer state "Floor plan furnishing".
In the Layer Manager, change the VP-Color of the layer "Windows+Doors" to "8"
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Switching between Sheet mode and Model mode
In a Layout, you can work in Sheet mode and Model mode
Sheet mode
on a Sheet

Model mode
in a viewport

Sheet workspace
or double-click to the Sheet

Model workspace
or double-click to a viewport

Dimension

2D-Space

3D-Space

Intended for:

 Frame and Title Block
 Legend and Parts List
 Viewport Arrangement

 Specifying the visible
graphics for the viewport
 Specifying the layers for the
viewport
 Access to the Model
including all editing options

Scale

Original size, 1:1

Can be adjusted by zooming,
option xp (e.g. zoom > 0.5xp
for scale 1:2);
Alternatively, you can set the
scale from Sheet mode by
clicking the viewport frame
and setting the scale in the
Properties palette.

Command access:
Displaying the
coordinate symbol

11 Adjusting the Sheet

Sometimes it is necessary to correct the layer display in the
sheet mode.
Command access: SheetMode
or double-click the Sheet outside the viewport to switch to
Sheet mode.
-

Show all layers
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12 Setting up the scale for the viewport

-

Select the frame of the viewport
In the Properties palette, select the scale "1:50 DU Meter" (1)

Note: The scale list of this drawing has been adjusted, the scale names have been
modified. In an unmodified scale list you would have to select the scale 20:1 (2).

Using Grips
If drawing entities are selected without a command being active, "grips" appear on the
selected entities at defined positions that you can use to edit the entities.
EntityGrips
You can modify drawing entities with EntityGrips.
EntityGrips appear when drawing elements are selected without a command being active.
EntityGrips (EGrips) are selectable handle points, represented as small blue (standard color)
squares, so-called "cold" grips. They appear at endpoints, center points, midpoints, insertion points,
and other geometric points of drawing entities. They are used to drag points that define an entity to
a new position in the drawing (Stretch) or to move, mirror, rotate, scale or copy them.
The number and position of the EntityGrips are dependent on the type of the entity. For example,
in a circle one EntityGrip is located in the center point and four more at the quadrants on the
periphery.
If a grip has been clicked again, it becomes a "hot" grip, which is displayed in red (standard color).
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13 Modifying the existing viewport

On "Sheet-A3", the floor plan is to be displayed in one viewport with furnishings, but
without chimney details and dimensions, and in a second viewport the chimney details are
to be displayed on a larger scale. Currently, a single large viewport occupies the room on
the sheet. This is to be modified.
-

Switch to "Sheet-A3"
Click the frame of the existing viewport - the grips appear.
Click the lower right handle (1) again, which makes it a "hot" handle.
Drag this grip to place it at the bottom left of the title block (2).
Press Esc to remove the EGrips.

14 Creating a new viewport

Copy the viewport to obtain another viewport on the space within the drawing frame that
has become free.
-

Select the viewport at the frame and copy it to the right.
Adjust the viewport size using the grips

15 Configuring layers

-

-

-

Double-click into the viewport on the left:
o Zoom > Fit
o Open the Layer State Manager
o Activate layer state "Floor plan dimensioning", then close
Click the viewport to the right
o Zoom to the chimney
o Open the Layer State Manager
o Activate layer state "Chimney", then close
Double-click the Sheet (outside the viewports)
Show all layers in the sheet mode
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16 Setting the scale

-

Click viewport frame at the left
On the Properties palette, select the scale from the list: "1:50 DU Meter"
(in the original scale list "20:1")
Click viewport frame at the right
On the Properties palette, select the scale from the list: "1:10 DU Meter"
(in the original scale list "100:1")

17 Print

Each of the Sheets is to be printed into a PDF.
Command access: Print
-

In the "Print" dialog box, check the settings and the preview before confirming by
clicking OK.

End of case study 17
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Exercise 14: Printing from Layout workspace
Time frame: 20 min

Set up two Layouts Each part is to be printed on its own sheet.

+ Open file: Part 5+6_Printing.dwg
+ Open the Design Resources palette,
+ From the file "All_Formats_Exercise.dwg", import "Sheet-A4".
+ Rename Sheet tab "Sheet-A4" to "Part 5" (right-click the Sheet tab and select "Rename"
from the context menu or double-click the Sheet tab)

+ Click the viewport frame and adjust it in the Properties palette:
o

Standard scale: 1:2

o

Annotation scale: 1:2

+ Click the viewport frame and use the grips to adjust the size so that only part 5 is visible.
+ Complete the
drawing properties specifications:
o

ARES main menu > Properties >
Properties

o

Tab „User-defined“
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+ Click on the title block and specify the following
block attribute values in the Properties palette:

+ Copy the Sheet tab "Part 5" (right-click the Sheet tab and select "move or copy" from the
context menu).

+ Switch to the new Sheet tab and rename it to "Part 6".
+ Adjust the viewport so that only part 6 is visible.
+ Click the title block and enter the
appropriate block attribute values for Sheet 2 in the Properties palette.

+ Print both sheets into PDF files

Notes:...................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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Excersize 15: Managing Layers
Time frame: 15 min

For the three layouts of the drawing, set up the viewports using the Layer States Manager.

+ Open file: House_Layer_Managing.dwg

+ Open the Layers Manager palette
+ Invoke the Layer preview
+ Type the filter expression "gr*" into the filter line
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+ Open the Layer State Manager
+ Click the „Add“ button
+ Assign the name "Ground floor" to the new layer state.
+ Close the Layer States Manager
+ Change the filter expression to "base*".
+ Save another
layer state under the name "Basement".

+ Change the filter expression to "sec*".
+ Save another
layer state under the name "Section view".

+ Exit the Layer preview
+ Select the "Basement-A2 " Sheet tab.
+ Double-click into the viewport to switch to the Model mode.
+ Open the Layer State Manager and activate the layer state "Basement"
+ Double-click the Sheet (outside the viewport)
to switch to Sheet mode.

+ Repeat the steps for the Sheet tab "Ground-A2 " to display the ground floor in the
viewport.

+ Repeat the steps for the Sheet tab "Section view-A2 " to display the section view in the
viewport.

Notes:...................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................
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10. Appendix





Appendix 1: Customizing Alias commands
Appendix 2: Shortcuts Overview
Appendix 3: Scale list
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Customizing Alias commands
For several important commands, there are Shortcuts and Aliases, that you can customize
. For example: Line (_line) l, Block (_makeblock)  b, Circle (_circle) c
Customizing Alias commands:

+ Open the Options dialog box.
Command access: Options
or on the ribbon „Manage“ > Options

+ You can find the alias under User Preferences.

+ Click New. A new line appears in the list above.
+ Double-click the first field and type the command name here.
+ Enter the required shortcut in the second field.
The screenshot as an example shows the new abbreviation "D" for the command
GetDistance (1).

+ In our example, the "D" alias was already defined for the "Dimensionstyle" (2) command.
The dupplicate alias must be removed.
Either choose another shortcut or delete the existing one.
In our example, we delete the existing one and keep the new command assignment.

To quickly find the alias, click the column header to order the list alphabetically. If you now
scroll down, you will find "D" twice. Upper or lower case is not relevant here. Now delete
the line you do not need.
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Tip: See the Help for a complete list of commands.

+ Click Apply and OK. You can test the result.


Tip: You can save your alias list by exporting it. An *.xml file is created, which you
can import it on other computers. This ensures that you can use the same
keyboard shortcuts on all computers.

Tip: The alias commands are stored in an XML file.
You can customize the alias on one computer,
export it, and import it again on other computers.
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ARES Commander Keyboard Shortcuts
Function Keys
Function Key

Description

Related Commands

Esc

Cancels current command

—

F1

Displays online help

Help

F2

Shows and hides the command history
in a separate Command Window

CommandHistory,
HideCommandHistory

F3

Turns EntitySnaps on and off

EntitySnap, -EntitySnap

F4

—

—

F5

Switches the isometric grid
to next isoplane

IsometricGrid

F6

Activates or deactivates the Dynamic
Coordinate System

Dynamic CCS

F7

Turns the grid display on and off

Grid

F8

Turns ortho mode on and off

Ortho

F9

Turns snap mode on and off

Snap

F10

Turns Polar Guides on and off

—

F11

Turns Entity Tracking on and off

—

F12

Turns QuickInput on and off

—

Ctrl + F4

Exits the drawing but
not the program

Close

Alt + F4

Exits the program

Exit

Keyboard Shortcuts
Keyboard Shortcut

Description

Related Commands

Ctrl + 0

Maximizes the drawing area or
returns to generic display mode

FullScreen, HideFullscreen

Ctrl + 1

Turns the Properties Palette
on and off

Properties, HideProperties

Ctrl + 2

Turns the Design Resources Palette
on and off

DesignResources,
HideDesignResources

Ctrl + 9

Turns the Command Window
on and off

CommandWindow,
HideCommandWindow

Ctrl + A

Selects all non-frozen entities in the
current Viewport

SelectAll

Ctrl + B

Toggles snap mode during
command execution

Snap

Ctrl + C

Copies entities to the clipboard

ClipboardCopy

Ctrl + D

Toggles the dynamic CCS during
command execution

Dynamic CCS

Ctrl + Shift + C

Copies entities with a
specified reference point
to the clipboard

Copy@

Ctrl + F

Finds and replaces Text in Notes,
Annotations, and Dimension Text

Find

Ctrl + G

Toggles grid display during command
execution

Grid

Ctrl + I

Toggles coordinate display during
command execution

Coordinates

Ctrl + K

Attaches a hyperlink to entities or
modifies an existing hyperlink

Hyperlink

Ctrl + L

Toggles ortho mode during
command execution

Ortho

Keyboard Shortcuts
Keyboard Shortcut

Description

Related Commands

Ctrl + N

Creates a new drawing file

New

Ctrl + O

Opens an existing drawing file

Open

Ctrl + P

Plots the drawing to a
plotter, printer, or file

Print

Ctrl + Q

Exits the software

Exit

Ctrl + R

Cycles through Tiled Views
without clicking

—

Ctrl + S

Saves the drawing under the current
file name or a specified name

Save

Ctrl + Shift + S

Saves an unnamed drawing with a file
name or renames the current drawing

SaveAs

Ctrl + V

Inserts data from the clipboard

Paste

Ctrl + Shift + V

Inserts entities from the clipboard as
a Block

PasteAsBlock

Ctrl + X

Copies entities to the clipboard and
deletes the entities

Cut

Ctrl + Y

Reverses the effects of the previous
U or UndoN command

Redo

Ctrl + Z

Reverses the most recent command
(Undo)

U

Del

Removes highlighted entities
from a drawing

Delete

Shift

Enforces Ortho Mode

Ortho

TIP: You can customize keyboard shortcuts and
temporarily override the shortcuts through the
Customize command’s Keyboard tab.

Scalelist
Drawing unit

Drawing scale

Required scale

Scale to be set
in the viewport
or plot menu

Global scaling
factor the
dimensioning

Text height to be
set at desired text
height of 3.5 mm

mm
1 ZE = 1mm

1:1

1:1

1:1

1

3,5

1: 2

1: 2 (0.5)

2

7

1: 5

1: 5 (0.2)

5

17.5

1:10

1:10 (0.2)

10

35

1: 20

1: 20 (0.05)

20

70

1: 50

1: 50 (0.02)

50

175

1:100

1:100 (0.01)

100

350

2:1

2

0.5 (1: 2)

1.75

5:1

5

0.2 (1: 5)

0.7

10 : 1

10

0.1 (1:10)

0.35

1:1

10:1

0.1

0.35

1: 2

5:1

0.2

0.7

1: 5

2:1

0.5

1.75

1:10

1:1

1

3.5

1: 20

1: 2

2

7

1: 50

1: 5

5

17.5

1:100

1:10

10

35

1:10

100

0.01

0.035

1: 20

50

0.02

0.07

1: 50

20

0.05

0.175

1:100

10

0.1

0.35

cm
1 ZE = 1cm

1:10

m
1 ZE = 1m

1:1000
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